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8:15 a.m. REGISTRATION AND COFFEE

9:00 a.m. MOTIVATION TECHNIQUES YOU CAN USE TO INCREASE READING AND LANGUAGE SKILLSDr. Arthur Hellman

TEN GROUPING PATTERNS FOR READING INSTRUCTIONOr. Edward Fry

3 SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS
CI. USING COMPUTER AIDED INSTRUCTION FOR SPECIAL POPULATIONS

DR. MARTIN KLING
Rutgers University
Reading Center &
DORIS SELUB
Public Schools,
Freeport, New York

There are some special interest groups in the State of New
Jersey such as the urban population of the Newark
Schools and the special educators of the deaf that are
using or plan to use CAI in the near future. Many other
toecial areas of education could use CAI in Reading in
sush areas as'prisons, special education, remedial and su-
perior student populations.

b. SECONDARY READING PROGRAMS NEED HELP

OR. JOSEPHINE GOLDSMITH
Rutgers College &
DR. ARTHUR HEILMAN

A recent survey of N.J. secondary schools found that only
3% teach reading as part of the perscribed curriculum.
This special interest group will have attendance limited to
secondary teachers and administrators who want to do
something abOut getting reading into the secondary school
curriculum. H will discuss content and techniques of sec-
ondary reading instruction, as well as valoe.judgmeht for
school beards.

C. ELEMENTARY READING LESSONS EXTENDED TO CARE FOR A
WIDER RANGE OF ABILITIES

DR. JOSEPH ZELNICK
Livingston College
Rutgers University &.
DR. EDWARD FRY

If indeed there is apt to be less help from special sorvice
personnel now and in the future, this means that the regu-
tar classroom teacher may have to adjust her methods.to
accommodate wider differences of ability. It might also
mean that remaining special personnel stich as the reme-
dial reading teacher might have to engage in a different
role tending more toward aiding the classroom teacher
with nower methods and materi,Ils rather than in teaching
five children at a time removed from the classroom for 40
minutes.

o motivation techniques you can use to increase
reading and language skills
Dr. Heilman is a national _authority on
teacher training in reading and is particu
lady well-known for his work in phonics.
however.-he is currently concerned with
"What do you do after you have oiven
phonics instruction?" His answer is to'
use the classroom motivational tech-,
niques which he will tell you about at the
conference.

DR. ARTHUR HEILMAN
Pennsytvania State University
Author of Prindeles and Practices of
Teaching Reading and many other
mategials.

ea ten grouping patterns for reading instruction

Grouping practices range from the tradi-
tional classroo.,1 di1nded into three
groups to individualization. but here are
some other suggestions you might try
Removing children for remedial instruc-
tion is only one of the grouping alteria-
fives

DR, EDWARD FRY
Rutgers University Reading Center
Author of Rending for Classroom and
Clinic and other materials.

special interest groups
After the opening addresses the audience will split into three special interest
groups for the rest of the day. Each special interest group will be repeated once.
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PREFACE

We are not advecafing that anyone be fired. Rut

the cold hard- facts are that this year there is a de:InIte
Edit-inking of all kinds of personnel. The Special FdneatIon
movement Is headlong into "mainstreaming" or putting menially
retarded children into regular classrooms. Title I funds are

_being cut. School budgets are failing at an alarming rate In

voters' revolts.

All thin adds up to fewer supplementary and special
services. And-II means more diverse children In the regniar
classroom.

Modern teac;hers used to meeting children within A
narrow age and abilify band seem to forget the one-roam
schools upon which this nation was built. Some of them ap-

pear to be unaware of methtids, grouping, and maierials which
can provide for a diversity of academic abilities.

Probably one-room schoolhons'es are not viable Ioe,ay,

but it looks like we will have to live with more dIversW io
Cite next few years. f.et us prepAre our elassrooms for it.

Apiff'106 Edward Pry
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WORKING WITH WELER UNITS IN THE

TEACHINGOF READING

ARTHUR W, HEILMAN
THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY

Ft is well known to all Of us that in recent years.reading
instruction.in American schools has been widely criticized. The

fact that some critics start with erroneous premises and end up

.with biased and distorted views is of little consolation why!, we

'know that much of the Criticism is warranted. in theory, it wOuld

appear that teachers of reading would-be'in a position to function

best as entightened critics. However, we semetimes fail to see
the foreStqoecause of the trees. Occasionally, we defend prac-

tices simply because we have been.following them for yea'rs apd

this 'seems to be some sort of jUstification for what we-do.

As teachers of reading, we do need to evaluate teaching
practices in order to ascertain what we'do to prospective learners ,

as we go about teaching them to read. With this in mind we will

start wieh a,premise which in essence is a criticism of reading
instruction.' The premise is that too,often our reading instruc-

tion fails to emphasize to students tbat,readlng is a language

process. When this occurs, we fail to build on what the student

brings to the classroom--namely his mastery of language.

We fail to(transmit to children an appreciation of the

of laaguage, the beauty'of language, -and the precision that

can e attained in-language usage. in too many schools re7iding is

taught as a mechanical process=-a series of mechanical skills.

Many children fail to recreate the melody of language when they

read_ They fail to grasp the fact that what they are .reading is

language. As teachers we must remember that the oniy magic avricl-

able to the school is langUage. Everything else sroie and
ritual--a'replay of "The Way It's Spozed to De."

Since many children do not have exciting growth7provoking

experiences in learning to 'read, they do not-develop a fe) t need

for more reading. At this point, we have to "con" ;them a bit. We

promise them a sort of "pie-in-=sky" in the "sweet-by-and-by." We

have built up quite a body of folklore about all t;he joys, happi

ness, and self,-fulfillment which,accrues to child!'en after they

have'learned'to read. Life in schoot, so this folWlore goes; he= '

Comes:pleasant and rewarding, a panorama of beautiful vistas--"you

will read things that grab.your minds, and fire your imagination."

This is a fal4acy, of course, and children know it is. Frequently,

reading in the school is not an exhilarating, inspiring.experience.

Textbooks in reading, science, do not"alway lead

children into mind-expanding journeys Reading.assignments are

not "frigates which bear them lands away."

Ftecentty a retired teacher of reading did some research

and wrote a little book called Children's Answers to: _What_is

Reading lli. Note some of the.answers Thiat fifth aiVsixth grade



pupils gave in response to this question.

"Reading is putting letters together to make a word."

"Reading iS a subject in which you have a book which has
'storeys which you read. You also have a workbook which
has something abbut the story which you read in the text-
book. Also in your workbook you learn the vowel sounds.'

"Reading is a good thlOg to do.when you don't have anithilla
to .do."

"You should reade all the time when you are not doing any-
thing at all."

"Reading is to see something that has words in it and to
pronounce them to your selves while you read it."

"Reading is knowing the words better and learning the
better." .

nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs,'pronouns and
It is a way of learning loads of words."

looking at a book or p4er and sounding out
by doing what you are mitking words. Making
aq you go along is whatiis called reading."

"Reading is
plain words.

"Reading is
letters and
these words

words

the

V.

The.majority oi children's response* in this little book
. snowed that they Viewed reading as a rizechanistic process, a Mean-

ingless chore. For these children, a d fOr the schools that
taught them, the actual process of le4Lrning to.read was a goal in
itself. According to Dr. Jereme Brun r in his speech to the
I.R.A. in Detroit, learning the proceAs of reading is.not a'self-'
sustaining goal. He stated learning tb read takes the child "out-
of the action" unless an intellectual component-:-Ior meaning--be-
comes an integral part of' the r-tivity.

Chase when he stated that two types-of illiteracy threaten
much the same point was made some years ago by Francis S.'

zation! One is the nonreader, and the second he calls the "higher
illitkracy wherein people who can read are incapable oE thinking

and feeling while they read."

Fifth and sixth graders are.not-the only educational can_
ualties in our schools. Recently I gained some insight into how
.the school conditions co/lege students to view reading, and how__
reading as practiced in our.schools leaves mtich to be desired.
Working with a group of college students, ail of whom were Pro-
spective secondary teachers, our objective was to illustrate the
'power of language and how serious reading affects our lives'l The
following impromptu assiylment was given in class:

"Assume that everything that has ever been written will

disappear at the end of the hour. However, each 'of you

7



can preserve those statements that_ have meant something to
you. Write any quotations or passages that you vould like
to see preserved for future generations."

The students sat and stared at each Other and then at
their notebooks. Sensing a hit of a problem, it was then slug-
gested'that if the students could not actually quote material they
could state it in their own words. -To make a long story short,
more than. half of the class never did write anything. Everyone
could have slimmarized something from a textbook that they had read
that week, but they knew this wasn't anything they would want to
preserve for posterity. They couldhave also written Ihe titles
of plays and novels that theY had 1.(eceived credit for reading in
high school. and college, but it was very difficult for them to
come up with a concept or statement from all of this reading.
This suxprised us. These students had a minimum of 14 years of
formal.instruetion, had read thousands of books, and didn't have a
single sentence to show for it.

We stopped and discussed this odd situation and we sought
for explanations. It.was suggested that maybe this happening
wasn't significant, but one got the impression that the students
thotIght it Was. The question was raised as to whether this could-
in any way be related to the recent demands for releyance.in edu-
cation. This thought had Lot previously occurced to:those partic-
ular students because they hadn't realized the were likci "Lhis.
They had never really missed what-their educatidn had failed to
provide.them.

_Row do' we produce fifth and sixth graders who define react-
ing so mechanislicallY and ctillege students.who recall nothing
they have read that deserves t'o be preserved? In essence we teach
beginning reading in such a way that children fail. to recreate the
melody of language. They decode letters and words and do not
perience i-L.arling as a creative activity. Then as soon as.they.
learn some of the mechanics of readin 9, the school demands great
quantities of reading, alWays assigning large'units of print.
"Read chapter eight.in social studies text,.chapter five in the
-science text, fini-sh Charlotte's Web and hand in a book report."0
Later we hand out lenitFi7-170511-6.47-aphies and ask students to read

novelSon this list--"and read them critieally!"--"For Monday
complete Acts I-II of hamlet." /1

,
In,essence we do not teali children how to mine a sentence

or a paragraph, but we expect them to read chapters and books
critically. Obvi.-Uisly no one can read a book or chapter criti-
cally unless'he can read sentences and paragraphs (hat way. The
school seems to have little time for analyzing the meaning of
short pasSageiw/Wprint because it is so busy assigning larger

units. Thus, much of our teaching behavior is self-defrating,

Having started with the premige that there is something
wrong with the way we teach reading, we turn now to a modest pro-
posal that might have some merit. Every,dayjhat a child is in

school, let him come in contact wit175-bit._of re5aihg Ifia-sAys

8
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somethingthat moves him. Help children read, analyze, under-
stand, and appreciate short passages of reading aterial. Obvi-
ously the sample we select should be among the most incisive,
mist beautiful, inspiring and worthwhile utterances found in the..

nEnglish language.

These will not be found in social studies, science, or
mathematics textbooks. Nor will they come from basal readers, or
even from the language experience stories developed in the class-

room. They will.come from'a longshoreman who said, "at is easier
to love mankind than it is to love one's neighbor;" a poet speak-
ing to his love:saying, "I never think of you, but what some nevi.,

_virtue is-born in me"; a recluse who suggested, "If a man does 6ot
keep-pace with Lis companions, perhaps it is because he hears a
.different drummer."

Some examples will come from children, many of whom have
insights that'startle their teachers. The book that contained so

,4 many minddoe responses from children relative to "What Reading?"
gNalso contained several definitions of reading that have rarely

been equaled by adults oreven committees of adults.. One child

wrote:
1/4

"Reading is being in the story itself and you are flying'if
they are flying. Thats what I think!",

Another said, "Reading is a language that the eyes hear."

One student, whose behavior speaks well for his school ex-
periences, launched into poetry:

Reading js a baffeling case
Reading.is a swift chase
Reading is fun!

In-reading you can jump the gun
Reading is quite fun,
Reading brings in the sun.

Reading is all these things
You can get anything
from bounce to pings
Reading is great!

These responses represent a creative use of language.

They indicate a high degree of interaction between these children
as rpaders and the materials which they have read. .It is highly

unlikely that the schOol will ever completely dominate these read-

ers. They have developed the ability to appreciate the beauty and
power of language and they will never be satisfied with reading
only the curricular materials of the school. Already they are
marching to a different drummer. What we are interested in here
is enlarging their number--providing experiences with llnguage
that result in avid reading.

9



The sftool year consiats of approximately,1110 days. At
leastonce each day, students should be invited to work wjth
smaller uniA$ of language which differ considerably fromjWhril they
have to read in text000ks. We need not debate as to whieh.samples
of reading we will use since so many are 'available. However; dVery
teacher should assemble his/her own priskate stock whieji ts amended'
frequently As a xesult of his/her own reading. A few representa-
tive examples follow.

.t

"One great use of words is to hide our tlloughts."

"A journey of a thodjand miles begins with a sivglp step."

"Somemen see things as they are and ask, 'Why?' l dream
of things'..that sever were, and ask, 'Why notP"

"He wbo is afraid of:. a thing gives it power over him." ...

"Every man of learning eventually becomes his own Loac'her."

"Injustice.anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere."

:"Each snowflake in an alanche pleads not quilty."

"A king cannot have a friend,..a peasant can."

"Liberty yin not perish as long as there is one voice that
will lend itself to the cause of freedom."

I

"As face answerth face in water, so the heart of man speak-
eth man."

Thorough atialysis of the most i.ncisive paragraph available
on a given issue can produce as mucb understanding as a forced
march through an entire chapter related to the topic. ..Hi.stbry is

better understood from a study of the language which great men
.used at crucial moments in history than'from reading :voluminous
memoirs written later. :Little real understandi0 of the signifi-
cance of the Antrican Revolution iS Conveyed by most history texts
as.tilese allud to the Boston Tea Party, the Baitle pf Lexington,
Patti'Revere's ule, or Washington Crossing the Delaware. Students_
deserve to be introduced to the words of Thomas Paine, the. revolu-
tionary, who spoke to the hmer.O.:an colonists riot in 'terms of "tax-.
Ption .4i-thout representation," but- in :_erMs of a dream pf freedom

and justice.

Every spot of the old world
ov:rrun with oppression.

Free4pm has been hunted,round'the globe
Asia°0d Africa have long expelled'her.
Europe regards her like a stranger,
and England hath given her warning-
tO depart.
01 receive the fugiti've,
and prepare in time.

1 0
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ad aFylum
fpr. mankind.

students see a'relationship between a nation "overrun
With oppressjon"--the need for "an asylum for mankind" and words
from LincolWs.Sneond ,tnaugurql Address?

On the occasion
corresponding to th.is four YOt.s ago'

thoughts were anxiously direct:ed
to an impending H.vil war.
All dreaded it,

0 all sought to avert it.
While the inaugurSi address .

was being delivered Crom this place,
deyoted altegether to savina Ehe Union withoutiwar,
insurgent agents were in the city

A ..seeking to destroy. ij
without war .4 .

bothparties deprecated war,
but one of them- .
would make war
rather th5n let the nation Survive
and the other would accept war
rather than let it perish,
and the war cams

Working With Roots

sib

Teaching the meanings of root words from Latin, Greek,
etc., is an excellent method of expanding'concepts. This.can
never be accomplished by handing out 2 or 3'pags of common roots
and asking students to memorize this material.

, * -

We stumbled on a backdoorapproach to learning roots and

usiusuch a rist. College students were given a lot of Greek andl"
Latin roots and askechto coid new word's bycombining roots or.a

root and-Another word. Tha is, they were to Mate up words not in
the English language, but whose meanings could be deciphered when-
one knew the meanings of the roots involved.- It was amazing to
seeLthe eliergy with which students approaChed this game. Prac'ti-

cally every studeht 1.5(;came involved, and 'much Was learned about
the meanings of root vrds from this simple exerd,ise. Uere are

some of the words.the students coin'ed:

Psychesoother (psyche = mind)- (soother = one who soothes) a

psychiatrist
Portemortis (porte = to carry) (mortis = dead) - a pallbearer
Solohomo (solo = alone) .(homo = man) - a lone man, A bachelor

Psychefrater (psyche = mind, soul) (frater = brother)4- soulbrother
Pseudovision (pseudo = false) (vision = to see) --.11mirage
Thermoderm' (thermo = heat) (derm = skin) - heated skin or a

sunburn
Pseudodents (pseudo = false) (dent = dentures, teeth) - false- teeth
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There aro hundreds of interesting ways to tie reading to
language developmetit. In conclusion, only a few,highly motivatling
approaches can be mentioned--yithout illustration: Ten-Lo-a7hun-
dred (different meanings foi'the same word); analoqi(rT:-
M-Fis come up with ten to thirty ditferent "tyPe4 such as origin,

--synonyms,.plurals, process, degree, characteristic, arithmetical,
opposItes, etc.); matching proverbs; "Ituild a page" from a kernel
sentence; play wlbh HeW1y coniea-words or detectinli malaprofasms.
Once a technique is introilliFaTiet Trie stiiai7nUi-LuiTilother exer-

cises. Ry all means let them work in pairs mr_leacs. Once ghe
language star,ts to flow do not interrupt it o get !lack to the
curriculum;

REFERENCES

1. Daniels,' R. Perk. Children's answers to: What is'reading.
New York: Vantage Press, Inc., 1969.

\
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GROUPING FOR READING INSTRUCTION

EDWARD FRY
DIRECTOR, READING CENTER

RUTGERS UNIVERSITY

It might be well and good to know about teaching phonics,
increasing vocabulary, or using basal readers; but every classroom
teacher is faced with another very real problem, "How do I organize
my class?" Do you try to teach all 30 children at once or do you
try to teach one child at a time? How did the children get into
the class in the first place? Are they children of like age, or
like ability, or like achievement?

Research is not very conclusive about which type of group-
ing is "best:" but this does not mean that schools aren', continually
trying out new.grouping arrangements. 'One grouping migft.t be favored
over another because of the teacher's personality or "stYle," be-\,.
Cause of the characteristics of the pupils, or because of %a Variety
of Other factors such as the school or community values, school
board wishes, or even popular trends. Changing from one grouping
to another sometimes adds stimulation or new interest in the educa-
tion process in general and reading lessons in particular. Since
many of the elementary grouping plans so specifically revolve around
reading abilities or reading instruction methods, it is quite appro-
priate that they be. discussed here.

Most schools have a system of self-contained graded class-
rooms containing one teacher and 25 to 35 'Iskildren. The children
progress one year or grade at a time. Acceleration (skipping) or
retvItion (failure) is rare; hence, the teacher'tends to get chil-
dren) that are similar in one respectage. This is semetimes called
heterogeneous grouping because the students are dissimilar on most
educational variables such as I.Q. or reading ability. Placement of n

students in classes on the basis of age has been called the birthday
method of promotion. A more technical term is chronological arle
grade placement or CAGP. Schools sometimes call this random group-
ing because other than age, there is no plan or policy behind it.
Often, however, it is not truly random since some subconscious or
accidental selection factors are involved.

Schools which have more than one class per grade level might
use, tracking or homogeneous grouping based on ability. Bright stu-
dents.or high achievers.(which, usually but not always, tend to be
the same students). arc placed together ip one room, with Separate
placement of other students. Larger schools might have three or
four tracks or ability level groupings. One of the benefits of this
type of grouping is that it tends to minimize the spread of abili-
ties within groups. However, the grouping is never too exact since
tests are inaccurate and childien progress at different rates. It

would not be unusual for a teacher of a fast third grade group to
discover that some students were reading on third grade level, while -
-another hed eighth grade reading ability. The same inexactitude and
increased spread will show up in a slow group.

13
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While there are advantages for both the pupils and the
teacher in having a class that is more a'ike and can move at a
similar pace, one of the drawbacks is -hildren don't like to
be identified as belonging to the slow !ji .,, (no matter what you
call it, they find out). Parents sometimes object when their chil-
dren are placed in a slow group and are known to make vociferous
complaints. . Another problem in using tracking with self-contained
classrooms is that when stfidents are selected on,the basis of read-
ing ability, there may be a side divergence of ability in mathemat-
ics or other skills. Because of this, some schools that have self-
contained patterns avoid the problems of tracking-and settle for
the problems cif random selection. Some schools use heterogeneous
grouping in primary gradbs and homogeneous grouping in intermediate
grades. Research is inconc!usive as to whech method of grouping
gives better reading results.

Cluster 4rouping is a modification of homogeneous grouping
for assigning children to classrooms (or at times even reading
groups) . Its aim is to cut down the range of difteienees but sCill
not have some of the disadVantages of complete homogeneous grouping.
_You might say that it is halfway between heterogeneous and homo-
geneous grouping. In a large school, students in a given grade
might he divided into six different ability groups with group si-x
beifig the best readers. The first-teacher might get students in
ahility groups 1 through 4; the secdnd teacWer might get children in
groups 2 through 5; and the third teacher might got children in
grodps 3 through 6. Thus, each classroom includes some pupils of
greater ability and some of lesser ability, but none includes the
full range.

Within a classroom, the traditional method of grouping is to
have three reading g_roups. Two groups don't seem to provide for the
spread of ilTiTities and might be a little large to work wiCh. With
four groups, there are sometimes organizational problems as well as
more difficulty for most Leachers in preparation. If you are using
a.basal reader series, the teacher's manual Will often give you in-
structions on how to group your children and will often provide
progress tests on which you can make yont--7provisional (119ppityyP I

say "provisional" because any grouping should be.,,flixible with a

more or less continual shifting of individual sttidents from ono
group to another depending on their rate of.progress and need for

review.

In the tladitional class, most direct reading instruetion
takes place within the groups. The children read aloud A silently
out of their books with guidance by the Leacher and are as:,igned
workbook exorcises which arc usually discussed, or stem out or, a
teacher presentation of some new or re;:aught skill.

SoMe teachers regularly form special vurpese_uroups or
special skills jroups for one'leson or a sr-ies of lessons Which
cut across the regular reading groups. Perht 6a teacher .11 iden-
tify a group of studeDts that need more-help in short vowels, for
whom special lessons may bedesigned using clOvis, audioVisnat
equipment. suPplementary workbook pages% or teacher-made sealwork

\
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exerri s or games.

Another type of grouping that has been tried .suecessfu14 in
some schools is the staggered attendance plan in which half the

C3 class, for example, the better reado-3, comes to school 45 minutes
early'and leave,-; school 45 minntós earry,.while the other half of

the class come r. to school 45 minutes later in the morning but stays
45 minutes later. This gives the teacher a smaller group to work
with during reading lessons, with more time for individual atter
tion.

5



PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS FOR UpGRADING

A SCDOOL'S READING PROGRAM

RICHARD WALlER
KEAN COLLEGE OF NEW JERSEY

.
Recently I was asked why many children don't read as a

recreational pastime. Perhaps one of the rznisons is that we don't
make reading attractive enough True, we teach reading, but do we
do it in such a way as to make-it stand out in comparison to other
areas of the curriculum? Do kids look forward to the reading pe-.
riod bedause it holds some'special enjoyment for them? I think
.4-lot. We are'simply not getting students' attention.

Having advanced this premise, I'd like to discuss some
possible reasons-why we haven't gotten kids' attention .and some
suggestions for remedying this problem. The subjects Which will

. be discussed are:. problems cauSed by dull books and uninteresting
assignments, and suggestions for activities that will get and hold
kids' attention. I'll also considdrdome technigneS for building
interest, a reward system to maintain interest, and some motiva-
tional .approaches that can result. in a total school commitment to
reading.

First, let's consider dull books.- and assignments. What do
. we do during the reading periodthat:.turns kids off? I would like
to suygest that the reading material we give cfiiidren is the num-
ber one cause of their Many-basals are bad; the com-
plaints voiced against ,dre practically chicheis. The insiPid
stories of blonde-hairt-.- :-i-cheeked children visiting atypical
grandparents, the illustri,L.tons of black faces with caucasian fea-
tures, and the stilted and artificial language used-are but a few

. examples. . Such material will never get the.attention'of our-pu-
pils for it is completely divorced from the',real, after--school

world_of children. Fairy tales and saccharine vignettes of life
are no substitute for-reality, and reality is what turns kids on.
We can no longer afford to offer them less/ IT reading is to be
interesting in school, it must-include those subjects which are
interesting after scheol.

It's true that the.new basals are better. Many of the
previously mentioned objections have been removed, and many teach-.
ers are fortunate enough.to have the new editions to use. Those
who don't have new progl_ms must substitute or supplement with the
text books of reality--newspapers, magazines, and Oper-backed ' _

books.

Nothing could be closer to reality than the current events
found in any uewspaper. Many small town newspapers have a read-
ability level of froM fourth to sixth grade, There is a plethora

of materials available on how to use the newspaper during the
'reading period, and so this topic will not he pursued here except

--to-Say-that children-wt11-often find-a-newspaper to read in-homes

16
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that are void of books and magazines. Magazines which cater to
pupil interests are an invaluable aid in motivating reluctant
readers, and a magazine can be found for every interest. What
child would not be interested in reading a magazine which contains
page after page of interesting information about his personal
hobby?

Finally, paper-backed books are suCcessfulfor a variety
of reasons. First, to many children, the hard-backed book is a
symbol of frustration and failure. Recall the eagerness with
which children receive' the new reader in.September. TheY.are in-
structed to write THEIR name in THEIR BOOKS in ink so no one can
take it from them.. These books, they are told, will belp them to
become better readers. By June, the pupils hSve been fined for .

marking in the SCHOOL'S book ("It's only yours to use, Johnny!")
and he sullenly returns the book, glad to be freed from this hard,
heavy volume which frustrated him for over'nine months.

Library books are not the answer, for this type of child
will rarely check out a hard-backed library volume. It, too, is
reminiscent of failure. It, too, holds the threat of fines for
borrowers:who are tardy in returning books, or who dirty.thom.
Library books must be protected from younger sibling, and-youthful
activities. Also, frequently a pupil isn't able to get more than
two library books without a nnte from his homeroom teacher. No,
hard-backed books are not mealit to be the companions of children.

AS'I once stood talking to a reading teacher in a school
hallway; she'nedded ib the direction of a youngster rambling down .
the corridor. "That," she said, "is the dearest sight in the
world." I was puzzled, having seen nothing which would have
evoked:such a statement. And then I saw itl Protruding from a
rear pocket of the lad's jeans was a crumpled, dog-eared paper-
backed book, and I understood perfectly. That book was the 7om-
panion of that child. They traveled together; they were instDara-.
ble, and froM the appearance of, that volum, they had been tr eth-
er for quite awhile. Could that have haPponed with a hardbae. I

doubt it very much.

Paperbacks are also successful because of children's need
to possess things 'that they enjoy. Inner-city children,:in par-
ticular, have a strong sense orpossession. They have a commit-
ment to read those paperbacks that they have selected. There is
pride of ownership_Hhich-Comes from free choice--a feeling which
is not to .be fcffd in using hard-backed sChoolbooks._.

Why not start paperbacked book clubs in your school if
they don't already exist? Have paperbacked book fairs. Many com-
[5anies will select appropriate books, do all the setting up and
offer the school percent of the profits. Let's get kids to se-
lect and read boOks of their own choice. In the meantime, ask
your 'school system for outdated books which aren't being used._
Select the best of the lot,.rip the hard back covers off of them,
and su'Jstitute covers made of colorful contact-paper. Many books
can be disassembled into short stories and recovered. These can

s 17
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be tossed into a newplastic garbage can and made available lor
kids to-read and stuff into their back pockets. If your sehhol
system has no-old,books, start a neighborhood bookdrive. A dit-
toed message in each mailbox will let neighborhood residents know
when you're coming. After pupils haye collected all the books,
appropriate Volumes can be selected and the coversremoved as in
the preViously mentioned procedure.

Onde children are reading, another problem occurs. Teach-
ers like to have a way of checking on children's reading; The
usual method is to require a .book report. Thus, perhaps linknow-.
ingly, teachers have leVied a penalty against reading. For't-ni:-
more books that are read, the more hook reports that have to i(->

done. With these consequences, a child wonld have to be foolish
to read at alit., Furthermore, the written book report forces a
child to put his intuitive feelings into written form. For many
children, the task of expressing intuitive feelings orally is dif-
ficult enough; the task of putting these feelings into writing is,
overshelming. Granted, it may be desirable to have sOme methoil of
checking a pupil's understanding of a book. Rut the methods em-
ployed should make children want to read, not create barriers to
reading. The followipg suggestions for reporting on books arp
certainly 'more enjoyable for-children.

Children enjoy making dioramas illut;trating the books they
have read. The diorama can depict the part of the book thatthey
enjoy the most. Pupils with an artistic flair can Construct mo-
biles and explain to the class their reasons for selecting lhe
components they did. Pupils who are v_exbally oriented may elect
to act out the story in the style of a Tadio broadcast. Pnpils
whO enjoy writirWmay wish to compose an'article about the book
imitating a newspaper reporter's style of writing. Flanne1J)bard.
presentations are an enjoyable alternative for shy pupils who en--
joy the comfovt.of props while reporting. Puppet.shows may also
be performed'tising the theme of a book the pupil has read.

0
Bilingual children may enjoy converting a portion of the

book's dialogue into their own dialect and presenting it to the
clasSi Collages are also 9p interesting substitute for written
book'reports. Perhaps one of the most enjoyable activities is the
'Shadow-play book report. All that is needed is a lariie-bodsheet
and a spotlight. The pupils act out parts of the boorwhile the
audience watches on.the other side of the sheet. .Actors stand be-
tween.the light-and the sheet equipped with cardboard cutouts
which eantransform them into King Arthur on horseback, Cyrano,
.and a host of other characters. With this method, as well as with
many of.the others presented, childreR have to work together.
-This will get kids talking about: books,, looking- for meaning ip
stories,..and discussilig characters. IU the case of life shadow-
playm nssisting students may have read the book; other students
may want to read the book as a result of having acted it out.
Let's get kids thinking and talking about books!

Further ideas may include a card catalog file for the.room

made of fi: cards .and a shoe' box. l'`upilsean add an annotated
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card after reading a book. How about an "I Recommend" bulletin
board on which pupils put signed file cards with the name of in-
teresting books they've read along with short descriptions. Pu-

pils may wish to add the names of several friends who they feel .

would.be interested in reading the book. Single page stories can
be written, glued to card stock and cut into jigsaw puzzle-like

parts.. Stored in envelopes, -these can be assdffibled and read dur-

ing enrichment periods.

.Hopefully, at this'point we have pupils reading non-
'threatening books and reporting on them in enjoyable ways. I

would now like to propose some methods of sustaining the results

we have worked so hard to achieve. It is a fact that the most
difficult pupils tO motivate are the ones that need it the most--
the reMedial readers. I would like to propose an extrinsic reward
system which,will motivate these 'pupils, as well-as other children.
Many.teachers wince at the.thought of extrinsically rewarding chil-

dren, stating that children should achieve for their own,self-sat-

isfaction. This is not only contrary to Our conntrY's'life style,

it is somewhat.naive. Furthermore, much of the research done on
eXtrinsio motivation is supportive. ExtrinSic reward is a very
important part of everyone's out-of-school life. Thus, by denying
extrinsic reward, we are creating, again, a,,less tivan real situa-..

tion. -flr example, preschoolers will be visited by Santa if they

beha _1 year, they will get desert for eating their vegetables,

and b. ,Illowed to go on shopping trips if they behave .appropriate-

ly in the stores. At home, schboL age children are granted addi-
tional time to watch television if homework is ffnished. They. may

,receive spending money for doing chores and get.a dollar-for each

A on their report cards. But they receive no such rewardd at
school. There is no logical reason for denying underachieving
children (who re .already denied success) some tangible reward for

accomplishment. A child who is rewarded for accoMplishment has a

willingness to try and. will travel a one-way road to success. A

lack of reward leads to self-doubt, a lack of success, and the
eventual failure Syndrome with which we are so familiar.

Extrinsic reward can take many forms in reading; but ini-

tially, reward should be immediate and.tangible. Food, certifi-
cates, badges, and stars will delight youngsters. With older
children, rewards an be delayed for several days or'a week. The

use of credits or tokens redeemable on_Friday will make the job of
rewarding a bit easier for the teacher. At the end'of the week
tokens can be redeemed for cakes, prizes, or privileges. Eventu-

ally, rewards Which need to be replenished can be replaced with re-
usable rewards such as charts and graphs to indicate success. Each

success would be added cumulatively to the priqr one to show con-

tinual growth. A large, wide-mouthed, haf-gallon jar can be

turned into a Reward Jar filled with fortune coo.kie-like slips of

paper granting privileges and rewards.. The child is rewarded by
allowing him to withdraw a 'slip and read it to the class. Per-

mission to be line leader, get an extra drink at the water foun-

.tain, have an extra five minutes of recess are exciting rewards

for kids.

1 9
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Competition as a healthy way of sparking intereSt. ,Rooms

can compete with each other in reading-oriented contestse! Reading
trees can be built of chicken wire and.. stuffed _with tissue for .

bark. As' a pupil finishes a book:, a paper leaf 'can be added to
the tree complete with book.title and the reader's name. Differ-
ent colored leaves can indicate biographies, fiction, and other
types of books. At the end of the semester, all the Reading Trees
can be displayed at. an assembly With prizes awarded to the tree
with the iiiost leaves. Many schools receive lunch room milk in
small plastic bottles: These can be strung on a rope, painted and
decorated to form a bookworm. As each child finishes a book, he
can add a section to the worm complete with his name and book ti-
tle. In the event-such containers are not available, round oat-
meal or salt containers can be ,/substituted. Rooms can then corn-.

pete for the longest bookworm. 1,

The previous suggestions will be much more effective if
there is .a total school commitment to reading. The folloWing sug-

.

gestions involve the principal and help to project the image of a
school that has made such .a commitment to reading.

;

In the lower grades,imembership in reading clubs ean.he an"
excellent motivator. iClubs Can be established to provide achieve-

.ment goals. Thus, primary pupils can be offered membership in tHe

"Five Minute Sight Word Club." Membership is granted to those pu-.
pils who can successfully read all 200 Dolch Sight Words in five .

'minutes. Celluloid lapel badges', properly enscribed and worn daify
by Club members wiLL-help Lo motivate others to try out for member-

Members-Th the Five/Minute Sight Word Club ean'be offered
membershTP in the Three Minute'Club. Regardless of the club name,

names of the members should be enscribed on an attractive
Plaque or scrol.l at an assembly as.the principal pins on the lapel

badge. .

Granted, this will/ take up some school time, bUt not as
much time as remedial attempts to accomplish the same skill devel-

opment.

Pupils who have read interesting bookscafi Apply to.join

the PA Flook,Club. These students can be_se.1-6Cted by their teacher
Co present a short book.report ov_et-h-e- Public Address system- fol-

lowing the principal's.appoune6;ents. .Readers May also work to-

ward joining the_-".5171-1116ok Club." Membership in this (Anil can be
conferred eaolr-gemester at pp assembly to those pupils who have
sncc.gscitally'read, and reported on, 50 hooks. Appropriate certif-

:iicates will make this an event to aspire to and remember.

Older puptls whese skills are inereaSing can-join-the-
Readers Club; an organization of pupils who volunteer.ta read to

lower grade children far their own practice and to enrich the lives
of younger children. 'The possibilities are many and only.a,little
imagination is needed,to gerioplate more ideas.

In conclusion, the iiMPlementation of these ideas should re..

sult in an.inereaseof interestin_reading. ,By.obtaining a total
commitment.toward .readingiln your school, everyone will benefit.

The investment is minimal and the reWards.most satiSlying.

2 0
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"HANDS OFF!"--A MEANINGFUL LANGUAGE EXPERIENCE

JOSEPH ZELNICK
LIVINGSTON COLLEGE

At first, Arlene Cummins was really,elated. This was her

first teaching job. The fifth grade teacher in thisurban school

had to take an emergency leave in February. Arlene was chosen foi

the pbsition.

Now, four weeks later, Ms. Cummins began to have doubts

about her "good luck:" This class was different frOm the one she
had as a practice teacher. That group was highly motivated. The
pupils were reading on grade level. They could work independently..

By contrast, this (grOup was almost the complete
i"Most of the pupils, were two Q more years below grade level in

reading, The criterion tests administered in September showed or
mastery in all areas; the pupils had short attention spans.. They
did not hidetheir dislike for reading, or writing for that matter.

There was a scarcity of materials7-no kits of any kind with which

to individualize'inStruction, not enough basal readers (copyright
1960)--just a few old-, beaten workbooks. Ms. Cummins eargerly a-
waited snow days and in-service dayS (the latter because they. were
half-days for the pupils). .

Then, one night, while lying restlessly'in bedandMO'an---
ing her fate, an idea came.to ms. :Cummins. She_remembered a dis_

0 cussion about language experience in her...undergraduate methodblogY

class. The langu'age experience approach was based on Ole premise

that reading is really talk just Written down. It utilized chil-
dren's oral language as Well as their intereSts and experiences.-
-But, as Ms. Cummins remembered, it was used 'mainly by primary

teachers. Could it work with seemingly sophisticated and uninter-

ested'fifth graders? Nothing else had really worked up to this
point. Why not give it a try?

.Ms. CUmmins contacted this writer for suggeFltions:. The

following modus operandi evolved: She read aloud to the
"One Alaska Night," an adventure selection from a Reaaer-'s Dict2all

Skill Builder. For the first time in weeks, _the-StUdents sat

quietly and seemed interested. Just before-the climax caMe, she

stopped.
-

"Who know-s-hd-i-4 the story will end?--ExCitement erupted as-''

a dozon-han-d-S-went up.

"I havean ending."

"Mine is better."

"Listen to this one."
>

2 1
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Each_suggestiOn ieflected imagination-And creativity. Some-,
were morbid enough to remind Ms. Cummins of violence on TV shows.

At Olis point, shp suggested that the pupils reconstruct
the atory in their own words along with an original ending.

"Let's write it togetheri" she said.

"We don't like to write."

"We can't spell."

"O.K.,' Ms. Cummins replied. 7 "You tell Me what you want.to
say, and 4 will write."

Ms. Cumminwrote the following story on the chalkboard as
thei,upils dictatea:

She opened thr:-door and saw a man with no hands.
She tried to scream, but she couldn't because she was

frighteAed.
She ran awly, but he caught her and got her.
She tripped on a log.
The man took her back to the cabin.
He said to her, "I want your hands."
He chopped off.her hands and took her blood.
And she died.
Her husband came to look for her.
He found her dead in the. woods.

Now, a few interesting things began to happen. Carlos,_who
usually complained about doing anything, offered to read the story
aloud. Guy-wanted to hear the real ending from the book. Curtiss
was copying the story from the chalkboard. Regina and Olberto
wanted to draw pictures-of the story.

Ms. Cummins brought the group together'.

"'Let's ,aTI copy the story from the board, she suggested.

r'

"Why?"

"For two reasons,. This will.be the first-story in a book,
that each of you will make: *Also,. I would like.yon to put your own
_Litle.-on_the story., !rben.wa will compare titles." (A (uick lesson
in main' idea:),

Except: for an occasional remark or .question, silence pre-
'vailed once more as the pupils wrote. When they 'finished, titles
were-compared, and a vote was taken on the best one. , They decided
on "Hands Off?"

'Ms. Cummins now felt Ihatshe had now had a meaningful base
for skill development and:foliow-up aCtivitios. The experience
story was.typed with enough-Copi7s for-everyope in tho groOp. The
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pupils...Ye...re impressed and rleased to see their Work in "print."

The following activities emerged:

Comprehension. A clole exercise was constructed in which every
fifth word was deleted and replaced with a blank space..
The student,s filled in the blanks. Even though the'story
was familiar to them, there were differences in inserted
words. A lively discussion about these differences ensued.

Word. Recognition. "Find a word in the stoty which means the same
as, 7

yell '(scream)
scared (frightened)
cut :(chopped)
forest (woods)"

Phonics. The criterion tests indicated, amoneother things, that
the pupils needed practice with blends and digraphs. The

following exercise evolved.

"Find words from the story that start with the sa e sounds
as these words:

friend (frightened)
truck (tripped)
church (chopped)"

The pupils tften supplied words of their own which had the

same beginning sounds.

Word Structure. After a brief discussion on the meaning of present
and past tenses, the Oupi,l's listed all-,of the words in the

Astory Which indicated past actions. Theseyords were then
compared for similarities and differences endings as well

as sounds.
,

Follow-Up Activities. The pupid.s wete in'terested enough in the ex-
perience to carey.on.in different ways. Emmett ofeered to .

read ttlg,_original story to a iourth grade class. Regina

and Gilff$tto continued with their drawings. Bobby.began tOt
browsu,through the Reader's Digest book for other selec-

tions. M. Cummins did.the same thing, now that.she found

a Way to motivate her pupils to read.and write.

9 t`
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ARE YOU "GAME"?-6AMES IN THE CLASSROOM

CYNTHO VAN NORDEN PECK
S.UMMIT PUBLIC SCHOOLS

AND
RUTGERS UNIVERS/TY

It has finallappenen. Television is 1e.7.aching, not merely
hypnotizing our children! How can you, a classroom teacher, possi-
bly hope to 'compete with the learning jingres and alphabet commer-
cials on Sesame.Street and Electric Company? Don't give up hope.
You CAN beat the system! What it All boils down to is this: how
innovative are yoa in yoer own classroom? What-do you do to at-
tract and bold the attention of the Many stiulents in your class--
Alie blase, the iadifferent, the "slow learner," the underachiever,
the behavior problem, and yes, even the normal boy or girl who is
often the neglected child in today-'s classrooms? The fact is that
the odds,for success are in your favor if you only apply what' you
know about children outside of school to the learning situation
inside school. This can bring about dramatic changes in the atli-
Eaes of youe youngsters, and even, perhaps, change your own towcfrd
them.

t

Nave you ever watched .a group of children playing a gamo?
Whether on the playground with many on a team, or.indoors around a
deck of cards or a game board, .there seems to be un.iversal appeal

0 in games. Children and adults,,of all ages become caurjht up in the
intricacies and intrigue of varied rules and penalties, and in win-
ning or losing.

Commercial games for home use have been on the market. for
yearS, hut commercially prepared_games.labled 66- "educatioual"..use
are just coMing into their,pWn,- Ava-ilable in elaborate kits or
single units, these devices- Le'ach and rernforce everything from-
consonants and political theory to math. facts':`- .

4

'

"'But," you cry, "when do I have time to teach games? I

hardly have hours enough in the day to teach the subject matter fur
which Pm responsible!" Yqs, true. Games have rules and rules m6st
be understood in order to make the gale worthwhile. What is the. .

solUtion? Part of the answer lies in .the atmosphere we as teachers
construct for our-children. When learning is fun and nonllireaten7
in9, it naturally takes plade anayfear of failure diminishes. When
teacher J:alk is 4essened and pupil talk is valued_-.and encouraged, a
rich Tearning atmosphere develops,. Children and.leachers who feel .

free enough to-benefit from their miatakes and proceed through the
maze of trial and error which is the learning process have.unlimited
possibilities and excitement ahead of them!.

perhaps the best way to recognize the hitrinsic value in
gaMes as reinforce,rs and teaching devices is to introduce them .very
slowly into the routine already established in your own classroom.
A math game, offer0 as a free choice in a...learning ceater, might
require no acttial teacher-time at all if clear, concise rulcs for

,
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-en

play accompany it on a carefully.printed card. Handled in this
waY, the game serves more than one objective--reinforcement of a

-E,11.zzostrth concept ahd the development of sequence and organization in

the reading act! As the children-become proficient in one game,
another can he introduced to teach or reinforce concepts in another

subject area.

While commercial games serve a valuable purpOse, often
teacher-made games are more effective, as -they cean he made to focus

on a.single objective of your own choosing. As yOu become involved
in thetheory of games, you will think of endless possibilities to
illustrate a learning concept. A few rules to keep-in mind, how-

;-__________!_:____--- .-

ever, may be of help to you. .-

1. __Dovelop-Your game around a popular theme approprlate-.
to-the-74-iode level, i.e., Disney World, Peanuts_CharaCters, Baseball

World:Series, Jungle Animals, ete. 7-
_

.
.

2. jon't be arbitrary about rules. Let the players estab-
.1ish their own table rules according to the way they see the game.

3. you don't have to be an artist to make a good game, but

be artistic--that is, use bright, bold colors, and neat lettering

where necestary. Children are attracted to the atqactive!

4. If you value Your efforts at all, buy some clear plastic
ccvering with adhesive on one side and cover youv cards or game

board. This greatly decreases wear and tear and adds Life to your

materials.

S. Don't overwhelm your students with todmany games at

once. Make sure that each game Y ou introduce is thoroughly under-;- ,

Stood and utilized by all before a'new one'appears. ,After you have

made several available, they will developjavorites,land this is as

'it'should be. However,....it-tter to halze a-fewswell-understood
and enjoyed games in your room tOap many whose full value and poten-.

tial has never been significantly developed.

Following are several ideas that I have gleaned from'col-
leagues, students; and books over the Years, as well As some.I have

made myself. None 4re fjoied permanently in their present form-.-all

may be adaphed to another subject or a different grade level once

the basic oPeration Cf,the game is Understood.

Comic Strip RUmmY-'.-a 'card-game--for-2. to 4 players, grades- 1-to 6.

1. Cut out 10 four-frame cothic strips from the daily news-

paper and then cut them apart. Peanuts, Dagwood, and Pow?,

which is espeFially good forVolder students, are good ones to start

with.

2. Cut 20 4" x 3" solid-color
(2" x '3"). mount one frame of., the four

d index cards in half
frame comic strip on each

tard ne,atthe top right so it will be sy to see when'-held in a_

hapd wit"f*other cards. When you are donee you wifl have 40 small.

2 5
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'playing cards. .

3. Number-the four cards belonging to the first ser4i
Do the same with the other nine sets, numbering them from 2 to 10.
You will hayd-fgatir number twos, threes, eke'.

The.Play / 4?

1. One player deals out four' cards to each player. The,re-
mainder form a.draw pile in the,center with the top card face up ,
next to the pile.,

2. Played like Rummy, Lhe player to the left of the dealer
either draws.a new card from tlie top of the deck or picks up (he
card from the discard pile. His turn is over when he discards.

3. ,The object of the- game is to accdmulate four cards
which form a single comic strip and lay them flown hi_the_eorrect
sequence, discarding Zile-draw. card.' The lirst one .T.o fulfill bolh
these stipulations isthe winner.

ei

Note- I have numbered khe packs as it makes play easier for young
k'clilldren. However, yon may wish to make the gathering of the com-
plete four-frame comic,strip totally dependent on iaentifying the
charadters in the pictures as 4e11 tas the story line featured. U.

.is up to you to try out and decide on the method,best slated to

,your claSs.

II. ,Syllable Race.-7-for 2 to 4.ylaye?;..s, any grade. ,

1. Make four separate wiggUe-vorm playing boards, abojit.4.

-inches:wide and 24 inches long. ,You vill need,to show the segments
on'the worm, aS each segment represx!rits a move,. Make.at least 20

segments on each worm, along witlf.a comical face. A funny hat with
flowers or a bow,tiewill add to the gamd's attraction.

2. Make a deck-of playing, cards, al qeast.40, with one,

two, three, or four, syllable words on them.. Depending 'on your ob
jective, theeWords could be sIght words to he learnerbor ph toneic
wdrds to be sounded out.

3. 11111ou will n:ed'a.marker for each player. I buy-inexpen-
s1ye molded pl.astie dinosaurs .and racing cars te be used as playing
piecesr .buL a coin or a square Of colored paper will do just as

wel/.

Theylay

I. Each child choses a card from Lhe face-down deck. The

one with the card having Lhe most syllables in the word on it.goes

first. He drpws a card from the top of the deck and pronounces it,
then tells fibw many syllables he hears in the word. :Irthe other
pIayers,agree with his answer, he advances one segment for eacli

2 6
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syllable in the word die identified.

2 . Play proceeds trom child to child, as each-draws-a dard
.and identifies the number_pf_syllables 46 hears in his word, and ad-
Vances on his own-playing board accordingly. _The first_child to

on the head of his-own- wo-tm wins the game. A word with the
-----exa-Ct-nUMber of syllables necessary to land on the head must be

drawn in order to go out.

3. In constructing the game, you may add penalty cards to
the deck, such as "move backward one space for each syllable on the

next word you draw," or "lose your next tura." This adds to the ap-
peal of a game.

Synonym Rummy.--a card game for 2 to 4 intermediate level stu-

dents.

1. Once you have made this game for your students, they may
want to create their own game decks. They will need to-he intro-

--duced to a- thesaurus or be reasonably proficient in dictionary

skills.

2. Make-15 sets of three cards per set, using solid colored

unlined file cards (3 x 6) cut in half (2.x 3) . Each set of three
cards will contain three synonyms, one per.card, and the same sen-
tence that makes sense, for all'Ehree words.

The Play

J. Deal out six cards to each Player. Put the remaining
cards in the middle 'of the table and tArn .the top one face up in

the discard pile.

2. The first player either draws from the deck or frr,m the

discard pile in an effort to secure three synonums, then discards. a

'card.

3. The object of the game is to hold.and lay down two sets

of three synonuMs each, and then discard the remaining card. The

first player who succeeds is the-winner.

Note. Th.is :Jame may be adapted to any grade by using.easy or more

difficult synonyms and sentences. A variation might be to usc a

-root word withthreedifferent- structural-endings and tt2ree- dif-

ferent, yet similar, endings.

IV. The Piblom-Solving (',amo--an affective values game for the
intermediate grades:,2 to 4 players.

I. Yqu will heed to make a playing board consisting of a

path divided intcP 30-40 spaces with a starting and endrig point.
Your theme will suggest the kind of path. -For example, ir ypu use

C)
$
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"Snoopy"-and-hi-s-gang as your theme, you might have his doghouse at

oneend of the-game board and a big bone at the othei,Andicating.

the goal sought. In'addition, you will need to make a dock of cards

containing values problems appropriate to the grade you are leaching

and the maturity of your class. Problems might suggest themselves
front, interactions.in your own room or from problems common to the

age level. For example, a card might read "What do you consider to

be a reasonable responsibility for you to have around your home?"

or "What would you,do if yolir best friend asked you for the answer

on an arithmetic test?" Others might include Ihe InutifiCaLion of

white lies, or followintf one's own dictates rather than following

the crowd. The idea is to force a Value Oubjment from the player

whose turn it in..

The tqay,

1. The first player draws a card from the values deck,

reads it, considers the problem, and solves it with an answer.

2% Each of the other-players-considers the ans,....e;

and reveals one of his three rinmber cards, and rcveals ais

three number cards, which contain a zero, a one, or a tw. A tow

number indicates that the player feels that the resolnlioh to the

first player's problem is a poor-one; a high numbex indicates that

the opposite is true.

3. The first player advances one space for each nimilwr

totalled on the oeher players' cards. For example, if there are

7 three other players who give,Lhe solution to the first players

problem a 1, a 1, and a 2 respectively, then the firsI player will

advance 4 spaces. He then relinquishes his turn lo the player on

his left.

.4. The game- continues- until' someone re'aches the goal in,

dicated at the end of the playing path.



SYNONYM RUMMY.
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The noise from

11

the fans
was

,The uproar from the fans
in the grandstand
lout]

in the grandstand-was
loud.

The racket from the fans
wasin the grandstand

loud.

SAMPLE SET OF SYNONYM 'CARDS FOR RUMMY-TYPE GAME.

SYLLABLE RACE

Make-one-worm-for each pl-aye-r-or-make fourr_on
game board

deck of playing cards containing 1-4 syllable words;

example:.

]in-vi-ta-tton be-tween

2 9
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COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTION OD

LEARNING BASIC SKILLS 4111'

MARTIN KLING
RUTGERS UNIVERSIT'.

INTROOKT/ON,:
o -

.Background

'The number of appticabionS of COmputer-Assisted lnstruc,-
tion (CAI) has-been steadily increasing since the first commercial
computer was installed in Lhe Census Bureau in 1951. Atkinson
(1968) cites at least three factors to account for this increasing.

growth.

1. The interest and extension of programmed:instruction
from a Skinnerian point of toward learning;

2. The increased .critical mass of- available ccmputers,
-especially time sharing;

3.- Government funding.

Two recent surveys indicate the exlent of uspe of CAI.

Lekan-(1970) lists at least 31 programs in Reading and 215 pro-
grams in'Math being developed from-the preschool through the col-
leige and universities, pOblic pchocil settings, and Lhe private'

sbcter.

The American Institutes Of.Research, in conjunction with
the National Science Foundation as reported by Darby et al. (1972)

conducted a study of all 23,500 secondary schools in the United
----States-asto-their usage of-computer technology-, -On-the-basis-of -----

a 54% rate of return, it appears that the fifth most popular use .

of the computer is CAI. The actual number of secondary schools
using CAI was-134.

Brief Review of the Literature

Acording.to Jamison et. aI. (1974) CAE projects were pro)-

ably noHistent befoie 1960. Until 1970 or 1971 most projects

__were_rrnimersity_based. One of the more well funded and reSearched

CAI programs in Reading and Mathematics began at sfanfT3aliraVrcifr=---
sity in 190 under a grant from the U.S.. Office of Rducation.

.Several balsic findings emerged, as reviewed by Atkinson (1968) ..

Suppes and Morningstar (1972), and Jami,son et al. (1974).

-,

1. Boys who typically do poorly in initial reading in
traditional programs do as well as girls;

1

2. -CA1 reading and math takes less time than instruc;tioit

in!the classroom;

--
3 0



3. On standardized and nonstandardized tests, student.* in
CAI reading and math programs in the primary grades
achieve statiStically better performance than their
counterparts in a.classroom situation;

4. The amount of achievement gained is positively related
to the number of CAI sessions a student received;

5. CAT can be used to improve achievement scores of dis-
advantaged students;

r.

6. Positive 'attitudes were manifested by disadvantaged
students on home terminals.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Learner Parameters

The fundamental theoretical framework for CAI is the ac-

ceptance of a firmly.established concept in psycfiology Of the ex-
7istence of inter and intra ih'dividual differences in individual

rates of le,TiriTi7g. Suppes (1964) feels so srongly about this
that he believes that it is ". . . the most.important principle of
learning as yet unaccepted, in the day7to-day practice of subject
matter teaching in the classroom."

Suppes cites a study of kindergarten youngsters who were
trained to a criteria of 14 Single:words, built upon from 14 let-
ters with a cniterion of 28 successful responses. After this cri-
terion was,satisfied, the youngsters were given a'list of 14 t,wo-
word phrases,'-then Lhree7word phrases, then four-word phrases,
then five-word phrases. all developed from the initial vocabulary

of 14 words. Altogether, 38 kindergarten youngsters completed the
cApet.iment. The fastest child needed_only_ 196 learning trials

while the sliowest child needed 2-506. The mean was 967 with a
standard deviation of over 400. Four,other key parameters of
learning are pointed out by Suppes:

1.. Immediate reinforcement and overt correction procedures;

2. The specific -nature of transfer;

3. Optimal block size in learning;.

latency ar_reactian_time as_a critpri.on of
learning.

The second most formidable parameter tbat enhances learn-

ing is attention. Indeed, this is the most common complaint of
teachers at all7love.ts and is often confused with motivation
-either as a cause or7-effect. B. Atkinson and Seunath (1973)
pointed out that there is a general consensus in the literature
that attentional deficits and attentional difficulties (distract-
ability, short attention span) are most manifest with "minimal
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brain damaged" youugsters and/or neuroloqically impaired learners.

Learner and Instructional Tasks

Glasdr (1963) has identified ten learner/task areas:

.Provision of.curriculum opportunity;

2. Statements' of curriculuM intentions;
" .

3.COrriculum placement decision;

4. Adjusting rate of instruction;

5. PrOvision for individual responding;

6. Provision for individual feedba.A;

7. Monitoring individual progress;

Performance standard for-advancement;

9.' Evaluation'of performance;

10- Matching learners with next instruction.

1. .Provision of curriculum opportunity refers to Ihe
likelihood for learning that is given for learners. The CAI pro-
grams are carefully designed so that instructional strategy di-
rects the 'student's progress through the curriculum and because of
its initial diagnosOc placment affords the student an opportu-
nity to engage An strands that are relevant to his iniriai per-
forMance.

2. Statements of curriculum intentibfib 'describe the put-,

comes of instrucilon ariaTeariiing. Each-of the basic subirrt
areas has available hehaviorat objectives for each of the ::trauds

in a given sub ject al7ca. The computer makes decisions which
takes into account: the student's performance, quickly adjusting
to a student's level across all:strands. .

3. Curriculum 'Placement decisions-A-re the tasks.that de-
termine the FO-int of entry into the particular subject. area, grade
level, and Strand that the youngSte'r is exposed to.

4. Adjusting rate of instruction regulates the rate at.
which material is made available to /earners. The student has an
opportunity to work within a given time frame to control the speed-
of presentation (up to a minute per frame) before going on: to the

next presentation.

5. Provision.for indiyidual responding concerns the fre-
quency of response as weil as Clic, accuracy ana the type of re-

sponse. EaCh student on a workintl teletypewriter, has an ongoing

3 2



redord and- summary of the responses made,
0

6. Provision Eor individual feedback includes the identi-
fication_of initiators, the percentage of accurate responses, and
the type of responses on a printout.that the student can make
available for himself, his teacher, and,parents. For example, a
maximum number of itemS that can be covered in 10 mihutes can
reach up to.l30 responses.

7. Monitoring individual progress is online and immedi-
ate with records that can be preserved in the form of printouts
for the individual student,as well-as for groups of studentS on
daily, weekly, or any other time frame that is desired.

8. Performance standard for.advancement is the level oE
achievement that must be obtained by the learners before going on
within the strandror another strand. -

,9. .Evaluation of performance is the interpretation of the
performance of learners relative to performance oE a class'or
othersubgroup,or.the individual learner. The'CAI affords contin-
uous evaluation for any of these dimensions. It-can be noted reg-
ularly what.the grade equivalent is for the.nrollment group for
above or below average group.as well as theiyoungsters on perform-
ance level.

10. Matching kearners with next instruction is an On-going
built-in aspect of CAI in that the performance is.continually mon-
..itored with immediate feedback.

CAI and Learner Parameters

More specifically, CAI incorporates mbst of the basic
learning and learned tasks outlined above. Table '1 summarizes the
articulation li-eCween CAI and iristquctional dimensions.

PRACTICAL BASES_

CAI provides an ideal vehicle Eor implementing- the basic
theoretical framework oE Suppes and Glaser in that it explicitly
monitors inter and intra individual differences in learning basic
skills. It also provides an ongoing diagnostic analysis and
placement of a youngster within a subject area, as well .as indicat-
ing the strengths and weaknesses within that area. Furthermore,
the response demands oE CAI tend to rivet the attention of the
learner and divert his energies to meaningful articulations.

30"
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TABLE 1

CLASSIFICATION AND RANGE OF VARIABLES FOR ASSESSING
CAI ANI) INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Constructs and Variables CAI
11;s1ructional
Materials

adecti-ves
.

,

1. Selection of Ohjoctives Explicit Explicit

2. Specification of Outcome .

.

coals
.

Eixod Fixed.

i 3. Population Specific Fixod Fixod '

.
Or9anization
4. Structure of Sohi,..ef

'.Mater Pcfinod nefinod

S. Sequence Differentiated Entry rixe0

6. Scopp
6.1 Covorago Flexible. Coverage. Floxitile Coverage

6.2 Range Broad Range - Proad.Range

7. Branching Miilliple Route MnItirdle Polito

8. Recycling Multiple Multiple

9. Selection of Materials
9.1'Suppirmentary

.

Materials_ 'Many Many

9.2 Selectionof
Materlials . Explicit Explicit

10. Learning'Environment. Explicit Explicit

methodology
'. 10,H Learning ENvironmput Closed Open

11. Methodology Structuired Ecloctic

12. -Time Fixed Flexible

13. Pacing Fixed Variahlo

--.-- 14.---Modes Limiteo . Multipie

Evaluation
15. Evaluation of Learning Norm/Critorion--: Peforencod

16. Evaluation Approachos Pupil-Centered

Norm./Criterion-Peforencod
Toacher-CenterOd

1
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A CAI USER REPORTS

DORIS SELUB
FREEPORT PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Under..ESAA funding.starting in the 1973-74 school year, we
implemented a CAI program in reading and math in our middle school.
The value of this, educational tool has been demonstrated .in both
_increased achievement and in inereasr2d motivaLion. Students have
been eager to come to the reading and math lhbs and to°work con-
sistently,and Well when'there. Students voluntarily come to the
labs- for extra lessons during lunch periods, after school and emen
on SaEurdays.

Inoaddition to the highly motivational aspect of the corn-
putdr program, computer-assisted instruction, (henceforth referred
to as CAI), provides individualized prescriptive practice tor each
student. After the entry point has been established for the stu-
dent, the computer provides a series of practices on appropri-
ate instructional level, taking him up at small incremental steps,
while- monitoring and reco.rding each students progress. If the
student ansWers a question inCorrectly, he is given a second try;
if he does hot get the correct.response at that point, he is given
the correct answer.

It does not end there, however, becaUse the same or similar
question will be presentea.again in his ensuing program until he
aChieveS mastery. If the level prOves to.be too difficult, his in-
structional program automatically moves down a level until he is
successful. After mastery, the instruction again moves upward in
small steps. ,The very perSonalized program, starting with the com-
puter's "Hello" greeting by name after the student, types his iden-
.tification, and- going right through to the immediate tally of cor-
rect responses, dnding-with "Good-bye, John," provides the student
with a "tailored-to-fit" program to meet his particular needs.

.The computer assistcd instructional method is one which
prlovides a highly individualized program. Lessons as such do not
exist in the computer memory'butoare prepared.for 6ach student in-

diviclually on the basis_of his/her achievqment-while he/she works

at ttke terminal. Diagnosis of student sCngths and weaknesses en-
hanced since the..daily teacher report includes a profile of each
student's position in each concept area..

..-,

reMing_program provides theremedial reader with
individualized work in specific reading skills and consequently
raises the'student's reading level.. 'The, program familiarizes the

student with commonly entountered word structures vocabulary., and
sentenee.constructions; provide,s-practice in the literal and intes-.

,pretive compreheneion of written prbse; and develops the student's

workStudy skills. '

The, reading program consists of rna,111." ice items' .de-

signed to sharpen the studr,nt', in live areas: word analysis,

3 6
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vocabulary extension,.comprehension of sentence structure, inter-
pretation.of written,-material, and development of studY skills. It

conlakris material for four years of work at grade levels 3, 4, 5,

and 6.as well as supplementary remedial material that extends down-
ward to grade level 2.5: The program is divided into two parts:
Basic Sentences and Strands.

Pasic Sentences begin at grade level 2.5 and end at grade
level 3.5. Afl the items in this section are very short and easy.
They represent the simplest type of practice problem-that can be .

presented in alcontemporary computer-assisted.instructional system.

Strands

-The strands structure extends from grade level..3.5 through
;the si.xth.grade. A strand is a sequence Of related items. There
..is ohe strand for each of the five areas covered by the program. A
list of strands follow,.showing the subject area each.covers.

Strand A Word .Attack - analyzing wocds as units

.\ Strand i Vocabulary - building a reading vocabulary

Strand C Literal Comprehension - understanding the
literal meaning of sentences

Strand D Interpretive Comprehension - reading sen-
tences for-interpret-ttion

Strand-E Work-Study Skills - learning to use resources
,Jeffectively

The strands structure allowS each student to move at his
. .

own pace. The material a student receives from a strand is inde7
,pendent of his position in other strands and of the progress of

.

other students.; .

The number of items allotted to each strand changes from'
grade year to grade year..

rrogress Through lhe_Prom.ram

Normal Motion

The student's movement throUgh the program depends upon the
nUmber of correct responses he makes withi.p a clasS. If.he're- 2
sponds correctfy to all items in a clasS, he moves to the next
class. If he makes one error, he will also be, moved to the next
clasS; however, the missed item Will be earried forward and pre-
sented aq.lin in the next class. If the student makes two errors,
he remains in that., lass, randomly.repeating' the missed items' until
he makes either one or no incoirect responses. At this point, he

. ,7
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wfll move rorward"as described above.

the.student, misses three or more items, he is moved back
one class. An item that has been carri'ed filrward from a preceding
.class is not counted as one of the three or more items that cause
the backward movement.

Errorr-L Movement

0 next class

1 next class, carrying missed item fl)rward

2 no movement; mi-ssed items repeated in 1.-andom

order

3 back to preceding class

The same criteria for forward Qnd backward motion apply to
both the Basic Sentence 'section and the strands. , In the strands'
portion ot the program, however, the student's progress in each
strand is independent of his movement in- thp other strands. ff he

does well in one strand, he will move forward in it even if he is

performing poorly in the other strands.

Initial Placement Moiion

Students enter the program at one of four grade levels:'

3.0, 4.0, 5.0, or 6.0. The teacher indicates,the entering grade
,,1evel for individuaL students or for an entire class. A student's
entering grade level does not have to be the same as his actual

, 'grde yeat.

If the st1 udent performs either very poorly ,or very well at
his entering grgde level, the program can adjust'his grade level up

,or down in half-year steps. This rapid adjustment of'grade level
.is .called initial placement motion. It is in effect only during
the student's rirst 10 sessions..

.

If the student answers 'only 50% or -fewer of the itemS cor-
rectly during any of the'first 10 .session:4, the pre)gtam moves him -

back a half year to the closest grade' level of .0 or for ex- °

,. ample, from an;ebterigp grade level of- 4.0 to,a new grade level of .

3.5-: If the.stdent:answers.95% or mbre of.the. items correbtlY,
f_or_exaMpte, fromgrad

lvel 4.0 to grade level 4.5.

At the end of the first 10, sessions, the members of a class

that entered the program at grade level 4...0 may be spread between
'the upper and lower 'limits of. the 'program.' St-gdents who nebd re-. '

medial work at the level of the most .basic reading skills. MAy'-have

.been dropped to grade level 3.0,or 2.5; studentS performing abdve a'
fifth-grade level may be working at grade leVel 5.0 or 5.5. The lei-
tial placement motion,aSsin'es that each studeriE works at the levr.1

aPpropriate to tiis ability.

38
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CAVAND THEJEACHER OF 'THE FUTURE-YOU

CATHERINE 41, ANELLI
LIVINGSTON COLLEGE

The gonersql prinuiplen of nny atudy you may 10M11
by books at haw; but4the detail, the oolour, the
(we , the air, Sao' ii je ohioh tudken it live in, us,

y011 tmart orth.Yls a 1 Mono from, Mon 0 in whon it
liven roudy.

John Heri6, Newman

from
"What is a University"

Viewpointb owards CAI'

Mention of computer-assisted instruction (CAT) arouses con-

flicting emotions 'among educators. -55i6d-Charge that CAI is but an-

other step .lowards a dehumanized sdciety; others, awed by computers,
consider CAI the product of a superhuman automation; still others
simply fear that CAI may seplace them in the classroom. CAI is un-

likely to either increase or decrease the 'creeping depersonaltza-

tion of modern society. Most of us have adiusted to the use of

computers in other areas of our lives--for example, computer-managed
credit accounts, and we do 'not paCticularly miss the at-

tention of eompany bookkeepers. Awe is also inappropriate since
computer is a man-made product of far more limited complexity th

the human brain. bread, or,perhaps apprehensiveness, is certai

understandable considering the capacity of computers to assume

Instructional functions. This brings us.to the cent
nthis discussion. Ca teachers be rep4aced by machineb? Or do

teachers perform certain-functions that transcend automation?.

1,evels-of-CA1_,,

These,questions cannot be fruitflilly Lnvestigated ut

some understanding of just what it is a computer ip capable of do-

ing in education. Atkinson (1968) defines three levels of computer-,

assisted. inst-ruction according to the complexity of the interface'

'between stodent andlthe system. These levels are: drill and prac-

tice, tutorial,.and dialogue. According to Atkinson and-Wilsorr....

(1968)-JheTleast-romplex-programs--drill-and-practice--arm-the_moat_
prevalent modes of CAI and are used mostly for supplementary-in-

struction. Concepts should first be introduced to students in

class and then 'CAI can be used to help students review and practice
theSe skil s on an individualized basis at typewriter terminals

and/or,catiode ray types. cAr drill and practice' provide immedi-:

ate feedback and correction. Students may.also be branchedto. more,

difficult rr'<easicr material and-teachers tedeiveirPorts;en stu-

dents!. per ormance.

man
of
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, . Programs which assume the burden of instruction are,ealled
tutorial programs. Because tutori,fil programs arP, or can be, de-
signed to teach withoilt the interventiou of a human teacher, the'
hardware usually neyds'to be more extensive than that which ts
normally used in drill and practice progrvs. -Student terminals
may be equipped with film projectorI, cathode ray tube:: similar io
small television sets, earphones, and a typewriter. %Letters, num-
bers, and simple line drawings generated by the computer appear on
the cathode ray tube (CRT). The computer can also quickly present
graplac displays and complex illustrations on the'film screen.
Audio messages direct the student's atteution.to these.illustra-
tions and explain material.presented on the CRT. Students respond
by.using the typewriter or a special light pen designed Ior use
with tl* CRT. Tutorial programs may also involve thestudent in
gaMe-type situations. These game and simulation programs present-
students with .real-life problems and permit them to experience the
consequences of decisions.

Dialogue programs represent the most cOMplex level of stu-
dent-computer interaction. Theoretically, the student Would be
able'to ask questions and make responses using natural language.
The student would-also- be able to exercige almost unrest.ricted con-
.trol....over-the sequence of materials. This is the'ultimate in CAT
and progress in the development of such programs has thus far been,
quite limited.

CAI Classroom Functions,

Under ideal.conditions, CAI can assume the following class-
room functions:

1. remediate or advance skills timough extensive branching capa-
bilities;

2. teach new materials and provide Welpful hints and additional
information where needed; '

3, present material at the student's own level and thus avoid a
frustrating mismatch of material and student;

.

.

4. insure that thildren pay attention and'are actively involvet1
in learning}

5. provide immediate knowledge of results.

,CAI programs of the future may permit_ students to:

1. ask'qbestrens and.make responses in,their own language;

2. comniunicat:e with other CAI u:iets;

3. branch themselves, to special parts of .the programs and even ex-
ercise complete control over the CA/ environment,.

4 0
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Teacher. Classroom Functions

Confronted 4:4ith machines that can test, review, drill,
teach, motivate, and even diagnose,teachers might well reexamine
their,classroom functions. Which of Cbese-"functions coOld be pre-.

l I most likely remain beyond the reach of CAI?.

CAI will release the teacher from ihvolvement in drill ses-
:sions, Teachers Iii CAI environments will not have to teach basic
skills in .reading, mathematicg, or language arts. Students will:
also learn many advanced.skills and even be expected to think crea-
tively about probfems.

Teachers will.then be free from involvement in repetitive
exercises and- freed from the tedium of'paper correcting. Bowever,
machine's can only teach the material they have been programmed to
Leach. Who will 'write the programs and design the curriculum?
Atkinson estimates that ". . a typical.lesson in the reading pro-
gram7'which- takes-the7average -student-about 30-minutes to complete,
requires in excess of 9,000 course-writer cOmmands for its-execu-
tion." Some teachers will spend the many hours necessary to prepare
lessons--lessons which,will then be tauglit to thousands of students
over wide.age _spans.

SuppeS (1966). considers the organization of'the Currirulum
to be of primary 'importance.

For example, in what order should the ideas in elementary
mathematics Ile presented to students? In the elementary
teaching of:a foreign .language, to what extent should pat-
tern drill precede expansion of.vocabulary? What miture
cif phonics and-look-and-say..is-appropriate for the begin-
ning staues of reading?

-Teachers will have to make decisions like these baSed on knowledge-
of their specializations and on knowledge of their students' spe-'
cial needs, both personal and academic.

GoodlaU (1969) envisions education in the year 2000 as a
computer-related environment in which teachers would play diver-
sified roles.' In addition to CAI lesson preparation and curriculum
planning, teachers promote group interaction and inte1142ctuat dia-

logue, ". . . ivtaff the counseling centers and . . . engage in
prpsentations viewed and responded to on home'and 'commnnity' ter-
minal screens. Others would evaluate ICAI I in order to determine
the effectiveness of.instructional programs." Change means not'
just addi.ng something new but involves a redesigning of t Ii tire

system.

Bell (1974) believes that students should be given signifi-

cant control over the computer and associated insttuctigh as hard-

ware in the learning environment. In the computer-related environ-
ment of the future, students will be required ". . . to select
their own problems to solve, to-phrase problems in terms. amenable

. 4
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to attack, .to choose their own plan of attack, to mak,_, appropriate
modifications when things go wrong, to deeide if the answer is
correct, . . ." The teacher will then he a resource person in this
student-controlled learning environment in which students a-J

s,uc
teachers cooperate to improve education. ". . . Teachers can he

----more flexiEreara--can-ifiteract -more eftectrvely wi n eac
than can a computer program." Students on CArmay wish to reg=t.
help from a human teacher especially if they fail to comprehend in-
structions, or if they find the machine explanations or answors un-
acceptable.

Pressey (1964) reminded us that we must consider the prob-
lem of transfer. "How much.does practice in an autoinstructional
language laboratOry improveereal-life use of the language?" Stu-
dents involved in autoinstruction may also lack awareness-of the-
total structure of the task in which they are involved. Schoen
.(1974) mentioned the importance of having elementary school chid-
dren manipulate physical objects. T..achers will then have to teach
for transfer and supplebent CAI in. ruction with field trips, class
projects, and an en,-iched 'real lire" classroom environment.

Schoen observed taat computers will probably not be able to
accommodate instructi2n to students displaying different personal-
ity types or cognitiv6 styles. It is difficult_to imag.ne how CAI
will accommodate extroverted, introverted, dependent, and independ-
ent types of learners. Therefore, teaVierS will need to guide stu-
dents to appropriate CAI programs and schedules.

Teachers in computer-related environments will still have
to acquaint their students with books. Asimov's (1974)'defense of
books in preference to tape cassettes and other audiovisual equip-
ment applies equally to the convenience of using hooks in prefer-
ence to CAI. Books are portable, require no-energy that will place
,a strain on the environment, need no special equipment, can be used
anywhere (in bed, in a tree, in the bathtub), have controls that
can be operated by the will, can be played or used at any speed,

and adyanced or reversed easily. Books permit users U. fashion
their own displays and images which Asimov says are ". . . infi-
nitely better for you than those wished on you by others. The book

offers a relationship that is made to order by the reader himself
and fits his own peculiarities." When one reads a .book, one cre-

ates one's'own including the sound of various voices, ges-
tures, expres:dons, and emotions. "And if you take the slightest
pleasure in creation, the hook has given you something the tele,

vision programs can't." The reading of books demands much from the
reader and Asimov contends that reading-must he carefully taught.
Books, however, wili not be replaced. "The hook may he ancient,
but it is also the ultimate, and the reader will never be seduced

away-from At."

CAI then will probably not replace books.. Over one hundred

years ago, Newman dealt with the argument that book: would or could-
replace teachers. Teachers would always be important in education,
:Newman believed, because enthusiasm and interest in an academic
discipline can only come from thos in whom this special excitement

6.
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. already lives. W mus I \come , Newman said, to teachers of wisdom to
learn wisdom.

Mesthene. (1970) waTns of the pitfalls surrounding CAI f-m-
"We ate trying only to do better and faster what is bei:1:1 done'less
well and-more slowly. -But much of-what 'we--aY0 now doing in cduca-
tion may be wrong . . ." Also there is more-to education than the

spromotion of skills--

Educaition also has lhe functions of sociali.zing individuals,
of shaping their values, of preparing for citiienship, of
conserving traditions, and of imparting some sense of awe
before the wonders of the universe.

Summary

The teacher of the future will be a professional with a
formidab!e.array of skills and abijities. These compe.tencies will
or should include familiarity with CAI languages such as Course-
'writer, .Basic, or-Tutor. Teachers will need a broad background in
many related academic areas, knowledge of learning theory and cur-
riculum strategies, and the-ability to counsel students and guide
them in planning their educations.
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SECONDARY TRENDS: INSTRUCTIONAL FRAMES

AND OTHER CONTENT GAMES

JOSEPHINE S. GOLDSMITH

The field of secondary reading has developed with a steady
if not dazzling rapidity away Erom the remectial and elementary

. models with which it began. A birth date for the field, or at
least a name day could be set with the appearance of the Forty-
Seventh Yearbook of the National Society for Study of Education in
1948. This volume represented an official recognition by educa-
tors that neither.reading problems nor.the need for continuing in-
straiction stop suddenly at grades 6 or 8. This volume was seminal.
in stressing the need fcr supportive developmental reading instruc-
tion for young adults. It is a nice historical tidbit that Nila B.
Smith traces the first ns'e of the phrase "developmental reading" to
-Cuy Bond in the-Yezrbook :(Smith, p. 297).

Although the Forty-Seventh Yearbook presents what is now 28
year old news, the concept of secondary deirelopmental reading in-
struction is still too radical or frilly-for many school systems to
adopt. a 1972 survey of 50 state departments of education and
185 selected districts; Freed (1973) investigated requirements for
junior high and high school reading programs. She.found that,
while districts tended to go beyond state mandates, the total show-
ing was still thin. Although 55% of the districts stated that they
required reading in junior high and 22%--in senior high, pressing,
the question revealed that the requirement was applied to all stu-
dents in only 28% of junior and 5% of the senior high schools sur-
veyed. It.is not atypical in New Jersey districts to place the
-more able seventh graders in a language program and the less able
in developmental reading. In many Secondary schools it is con-
sidered a luxury for the reading specialist to leaye'the disabled
'readers and allow time for content area consulting. To discuss
reading honorably in a secondary setting, we seem to need to imply
that someone has a problem. The remedial model rides again!

Reading disability obviously does exist on a secondary
level and deserves careful expert atiOntion. Attending to remedial
reading by itself, however, does not constitute a proper secondary
reading program.. Developmental programs ciit a wider'swat1:. Bread-
ly defined they encompass attention to reading development 4ilich
occurs id subject area as well as reading classes. ',Developmental
reading takeS the.slightly sub-average, averagh, and sppericir read-
ers some steps fui-ther along in skills.

While it is easy to,adv.oCate developmental reading pro'grams
across the board for secondary schools, it is a much trickier L1\1-
dertaking to specify with any confidencewdhat their structure add
emphasis ought to be. P.resently, the field presents a variety of\
approaches. Unfortunately, there is little theoretical underpin-\
ning and almost no attempt to test the usefulness or various
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methods in a controlled fashion. In short, secondary reading of-
fers a cluster of approaches which have some curricular or surface
validity only. We have, in fact, .no evidence that using one ap-
proach is better than another for given student groups or better
than doing nothing at all. It will be the purpose of thia paper
tgt cii.i.poptt-r-esul&-a_nd-recept-Aphes---to-the teaching-o-f
secondary reading, stressing those which are developmental rather
than remedial in emphasis.

Skills Approaches

Most methods for secondary developmental reading are under-
girded by, or at some point suggest, the use of a skills list, or
hierarchy. Skills hierarchies represent a hypothesized set of op,
erations which students perform in order to deal.with reading mate-
rial successfully. Hierarchies may cover skills suitable for pre-
reading to those appropriate for graduate student use. Most have .

a grass roots.origin in di'strict curriculum gui.des. The Wisconsin.
Design, a compiiihensive reading management .systeM, incorporates an
extensive skills hierarchy developed from the curriculum guide for
reading of the Madison Public Schoels'(Otto & Askov, 1974)._ Skills
are divided into six areas:. .Word Attack, Comprehension, Study
'Skills, Self-Directed Reading, Interpretive Readinc!, and Creative
Reading. Behavioral Objectives are provided in 'three areas: Word
Attaók, Comprehension, and Sttidy tkills. For the other areas,
"open objective's" (p. 16), are stated. Even if the Wisconsin. de-
sigrvis not in use in a school system, the Rationale'provides A
detailed skills hierarchy which has achieved high ratings for thor-
oughness and classroom utility (Kling, 1975). The hierarchy in the
design would be exceedipgly helpful for teachers who wish to in-
'corporate skills teaching into their subject area lesson plans:
Appendix A shows a saMple of Comprehension skills from.Level G, the
highest in the hierarchy. ..These skills can be applied to a wide
variety of middle and secondary subject lessons.

.Another highly usable skills hierarchy is one developed by
the Bureau of Curricolum Developmentof the Board of Education of
the City of New York. The New York guide uses an ungraded, but
.sequential organization. Level A is labeled, "Developing.Pre-
reading Skills," Levels B-D, "Initiating and Developing Basic
Roading.Skills," and Levels E-H, "Extending, Refining, and Apply-
ing Reading Skills" (Board of Education, City of New' York, vii).
These skills, planned to be .applicable from Pre-Kindergarten
through Grade 12, offer a rich sourde for development of skills
based lesson plans. one strong leature is that thinking skills .

(getting the main idea, determininy.Sequence, drawing inference)
are_introduced ps.early as.Level.B. Behaviors_areAescribed_fully_
enough to allow for easy transfer to the classroom.

More difficult than the issue of where to find a skills
hierarchy is Lhe question of which skills to select for teaching
in specificgrade levels and subject areas. Attached to this
question are concerns :about a useful plan.for assignment of skills,
Should specific skills be taught in reading class and then 1 rans-
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ferred, or directly in subject areas? Is possible duplication of
skills teaching inefficient? Some districts preer an overall
ski.1-Is plan where given subskills are designated lor teaching in
gi'Ven grades and tracks. The advantage to this plan is that the
teaching of key subskilds is not neglected. Difficulty, however,
typically arises wnen material assigned tor the grade is not a
useful vehicle for the assigned zkills. Skilis which were devel-
oped as means to help students cope with reading materials begin
to assume a life of their own. Perhaps the goal needs clarifica-
tion: is teaching a SKILL an aim in itself, or iS skills teaching
viewed as a method to help children develop towards.reading in-
dependenCe? It might be fitting for rec3ing experts to develop
some humility in this area, eSpecially when we notice the atheo-
retical untested quality of-the hierarchies. The higher the think--
ing level on which the skills based, the less data appeara avail-
able and the more treacherous this issue becemes: Otto and AskoV
(1974) report validation studieS on the Word Attack component only.
Their discomfort at the intuitive base is for the hierarchy is ap-
parent in the preface.

Although an empirically derived statement-of skills remains
to be,worked out, the credibility of the statement chosen
was good. The implicit assumption was that the scope and
sequence statements in cla-riculum guidps are generally ig-
nored'becauSe they lack supporting components, not because
they are without value. (Ottq,& Askov, p..6)

Directed Reading Approach and Relatives

The Directed Reading Approach (DRA), a spin-off of the
elementary teaCher's basic reading:lesson paradigm, is the grand-
father of approaches to what is new called, "teaching of reading
in content areas." Manuals for basal reader series rather uni-
formly suggest a lesson plan incorporating tile elements of motiva-.
tion, VocAbulary teaching, directed silent reading, oral reading,
skills development, and enrichment.

Applications to the secondary field are numerous (Karlin,.
1972; Marksheffel, 1974; Robinson, 1975; Thomas & Robinson, 1972).
Secondary DRA's usually combine elements of.motivation,.vocabulary
teaching, guided silent reading, and evaluation. The DRA can.be
expanded to include skills teaching, affective elements, and a
great deal of flexibility for students to follow their individual
interest.

Secondary DRA approacLes vary in coMplexity and length.
Marksheffel (1975) makes a strong case for the necessity of a DRA
apprcraell-te-high-school and college assignment-time. He presents
a very compacL DRA with three components: vocabulary,TUrpose set
ting, and concept development. .In contrast to this compact model,
Thomas and Robinsen have presented elaborate DRA plans with ex-
tremely detaifed reading guides:1n a variety of subject areas
"(Thomas & RobinSon, 1972).

4 6
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--Stauffer has developed a notable version of the DRA, his
DRTA. The T Stands for thinking, predictably for Stauffer's cog-
nitive bent. In this approach, both student and Leacher are asked
to:feed forward,", that is to set purposes for .r-eading.and to pre-
dict. upcoming content on the basis of a survey and past experience

with similar materials. The basic steps. are (I) "Identifying pur-
poses foe reading, both for individuals and the'groups" (2) "Ad-

justAng rate of reading to purposes . . . and difficulty of mate-
rial" (3) "Achieving reading purposes".and (4) "Developing compre-"
hension" (Stauffer, pp. 36-37). Since the preceding represents a
very truncated selection from Stauffer's complex procedure, the
reader is encouraged to check the-full reference. Although the
DRTA'is discussed in the context of elementary reading group in-.
struction, it has rich implications for content area teaching..
The procedure of,activating students to pose their own purposes_
andquestions is soundly in line with information processing lit-.

pratiiPe'which portrays'reading as an active selective process. in'
which the reader uses a wide variety of cues from the text (Levin
&-Wi-144ams, 1-9701 Smith, 1941)-.

'Instructional Frame

Herber (1970) has criticised the DRA for what he sees is a'
lack of specificitir in guiding students.through the.substeps of the
comprehension process. Ilis instructional frame, a major develop-, -
ment in secondary reading teChniques, provides a simulation model.
'for learniug.- The teacher is askedtohypothesize whieh parliCular
thinking operations a student must engage in in order to master a
reading assignment, then to develop exercises to "walk" the stu-
dents through these steps. 'An instructional frame looks like a de7

tailed multiPle choice exereise. The aim is to'select a point pf
omprehension for development and proVide'a wide variety of correct
and incOrrect alternatives -from which the student must select

Appendix B showspart of an instructional frame developed
for word problems-by a graduate student for use in a junior, high

school math class (Rabinowitz, 1975). From experience, this
teacher found that students had.particular difficulty in Selecting
key information needed to solve problems. The frames included show
two exercises designed to provide practice in theSe skills. One
exercise forces students to select the irrelevant fact.included in
the problem; the other asks them to state a key bit of information
which would be needed for solution.

AppendiX C shows an instructional frame for an Iltiv grade
English class developed for Housman's "To an Athlete., Dying Young.- "

The teacher wisbed. the students to infer Housman's point ofAriew-
abont the neath'of the young athlete. Rather than engage in a
global discussion; the frame forces students to juAge the bias in
individual phrases and then weigh the burden of total evidence.
After the students work on the frame, the most fruitful part oft:he
lesson occurs as they present their inferences and are challenged

tp support them. This type of frame has wide application to man'y
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types of higher level critical thinking skills.. Students.are
forced to provide.supportive evidence for their inferences and to

-become aware of the varied techniques by which writers communicate
,tone:and point of view.

--Herber has made a strongipoint7of_the_goal of developing
reading independence as the end product of guided instruction. He
-is impatient with the tendency for teachers to engage in "assump-
tive teaching" (1970; p. 29), to take for granted that students
possess the skills or knowledge necessary to deal with new content;
For him, questioning techniques need to be.supported by simulations

. which help students througn the processes necessary to arrive at
the answer (Herber & Nelson, 1975). Students are guided through a
.stage of dependence during which they internalize the models neces-
sary in order to be able to aperate.at higherexitical.levels in
their reading;

Content Approaches

Many texts and articles in secondary reading now, take the
position that skills and processes needed in yarious subject matter
areas are diverse enough to need special treatment and development.
Dimensions such as the typical organizational patterns of the mate-
rial, the' density.or number of new concepts, the load of new vocab-
ulary items and the suggested speed all differ from subject to sub-,
ject. Thomas and Robinson (1932), Aukerman (1972), Robinson ,(1975),
Karlin-(1972), and.Dechant (1973) devote Sections or chapters to
specialized :subject areap. Thomas and RObinson and Aukerman offer
the most deta4led lesson plans. IRA monographs have been.deveted
to the special problems of reading Ln areas such as social-studies-
(Preston, 1969) and science (Thelen, 1976).

Concentration on reading lessons for special subject area's
*certainly obyiates the problem of transfer. This seems a singular
improvement over the typical secondary model where the teachers of
English are charged as repOsitories of all reading skills instruc-
tion which is then expected to generalize to"other classes. The
model of the reading process implied here appears to be a multi-
factoi:One..' It is assumed that rather than a global construct,.
reading comprehension consists of multiple separable subskills
Wile: need to be learned. Whatever the ultimate validity of this
model, like the' others it'lacks support from theoretfEal or data
based studies.

Cognitive Processing Approaches

.
Somenew approaches to reading cOmprehension have veered

away from classifying every mOre specific siibskills to-examination
of underlying processes (Gerhard, 1975; Henry, 1974). Highly in-
fluenced.by' Piaget's thinking, these methods hypothesize funda-
mental thinking>operations which are assumed to be a basic compb-
nent in dealing with paragraphs or larger units in reading.

4 8
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Henry views reading as "the use of the modeS:of analysis
and.synthesis within the medium of written or printed language" .

(p. al. Analysis is the process by which the relations within.
single work are. deduced. The students then syntheSizes these re-"
lations to form a'hypothesis'or,concept about.A116 work. 0-Ancellt-

development includes two steps: "(1) thedis:cveryof relation'and
-.(2) the invention of struCture" 10),--- s.

Tehclp students synthesize: to develop concepts, there
-must be.the activation and integration of four logical nperations:
joining, excluding,' selecting,- and implying (p. 25). Although
Henry's discussion and' examples center on literature;''thc method is:
applicable to many content areas._ Social studies', sciences, fine
and industrial arts are replete with opportunities for the joining
and,excluding operation's he suggests..

.Henry has criticized the teaching of literature for its
coneentration almost totally on the analytic phase. He holds that
the "good discussion" of the English class lacks the cognitive
structure-which he views as essential. He is also critical Of, the
multiple skills approach since he views this as preventing the
student from discovering his own set- of relations.

Concept DevelOpment, A la. Henry, does present a definite
structure of operations. Students are'guided through a reading
algorithm consisting of the elements of joining and disgarding to--
form a created condition (the concept) then "drawing an implication .
from the created condition".(p. 191.. At thiS point' a concept that
has been established is tested both by checking it for yalidity ,

against the passage' from which it was drawn and extrapolating it
into the area of the .student's experience.

If a Herber's instructional frame tends to look like a.com-
plex multiple choice test sheet,.a Henty Concept Development exer-
cise resembles a Venn diagram. AppendiX D shows a Concept')evelop-
ment exercise fo'r two poems: Housman's "To 'an Athlete, Dying_
Young" and Robinson'S "Richard. Cory.." Whilethe instructional
frame model leads 'students toward the teacher's preconceived goal
through a variety of inferential steps, the concept development ex--
ercise, although structured in approach is more open in conclu-
sions. The top 'part of the exercise takes the students throngh "To
an Atillete,.Dying Young" in a concept development paradigm ,invOlv-
ing the four steps suggested by Ilenry,, At the completion, stndents
would have developed, witn teacher guidance, their own constructed
concept of what Housman was saying about fame and would have check-
ed this idea back against the poem and .against their own informa-
tion from experience. These last .steps aie highly'reminiscent of
Illoom's Evaluationjudgment in terms of internal 'evidence and ex-
ternal criteriaAllloom 6 Krathwohl, 1956): The set diagram sug-
gests a direction in which diseussion might go to synthesize or re-
_late Housman's' poem to "Richard Cory." Each circle repres'ents one
peoiii: the small letter.shows theelements distinct Co each. The
x aAa indicates overlap: _shared ideas, views, themes: After an-
alyzing each work separately, students would be led.t.hroughexer-.

4 9



cises ih which they worked at discovering the commonalitieS.
.

Gerhard (1975) has presented another cognitive processing
approach. His meqiod is both.more structured 'and more reduction-
istic,than is Henry's. Gerhard views comprehension as rednrAhle.
to aproces of categorizing. 'His work presents a somewhat more
closed system in process. He does, however, include detailed sug-
gestions for ess'ay writing as well as reading, and provides'an ex- -

panding structure whichwould seem to encourage students toward
fuller expre,ssion in their writing. Both Gerhard's work and that
of Henry provide rich suggestions for classroom development. ,

Cognitive processing approaches fall in line with a read-
ing tradition initiated by Thorndike in hiS. Reading as Reasoning
(1917) and most recently, vigorously upheld by Stauffer (1971)..
It appears a'healthy trend that the minutiae and specificity of be-

. havioral models are offset by this cognitive trend.

Selecting an Approach

Obviously, the decision as to which.route or combination
of features to select in developing secondary reading programs is
a matter for staff and administration of individual sehools t6 de-
cide. The reading field itself has left far behind the.question of
whether secondary reading instruction ought to take place.' It is
essential as long as schools feel_ a commitment to guiding advanced
learning and developing thinking skills..

.

Clearly.program.choice should be heavily influenced by the
learning characteristics of a particular school population. yet,
the.quetion of which approach is most useful for which groups of
students remains an_unexplored Jandscape.'. Close cooperation be
tween school and university staffs where research projects might be
jointly designed and implemented might present a beginning to .the
exploration of these urgentquestion.

2
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APPENDIX A
-

Fam OUTLINE OF READING SKILLS,'
. THE WISCONSYN DESIGN FOR READING SKILL DEVELOPMCNT

COMPREHENSION

Level G

1. Determines sequence: multiple explicit relationshipsi
1

Objective& The child determines the order of events in
oaragraphs with multiple explic'it-segnential relation-

UsestlOqiCal reasoning

a. Reasons deductively2

Objective: The chi:ld identifies/the correct con-
clusion tor,a syllogism with one.major and one minor
premise embed41 An context. .

Reasons-inductively'

Objective: ; The child, infeli-s a general principle.
from a selection in which specific pieces of infor-
mation suppotting that general principle are given.

3. us6s context clubs: obscure meanings of familiar words

_
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ObjectivW: The child determines the.obscure meaniny
of a familiar word in conte-xt lay usiWg-tthe contextual
devices of cause and effect, direqt.description, and
contrast.

'APPEND!

INSTRUCTIONAL FRAME FOR WQRDI PROBLEMS
FROM RABINITZ, 19/5

Finding What Is. Missing.

In each of the fo1f9wing questions;:one necessary fact has leen
'leftout-- What fact would you have to know to answer the question?

1. A man bought_ 4 shirts. How much did he pay for them?

2. If Charles saves $2 per wee,k, how many weekS Will it take him
to,save enough money to buy a portable radio?

41: e
3 lf 0U...bought a bat and 2 bal,ls for .a total of $0, what did

you pay for.the bat?

4.* Wallace bought a bag of potatoes'for35C. How much did he pay
for a pound of potatoes?

5. Sarah paid $3 for butter. What was .the Cost of a pound of
butter?

,

6. At $23 per ton,. what is the-cost of a load of. coal.?

7. Ed spent 3 minutes reading a page in a book How many words
can Ed read in one minute?

B. If you buy 3 ties, how much rthauge should you.receive from a.
$10 bill? .

. 9. Saul can drive his small car 35 miIes using.bnly one gallon of
gas. Ile took a long trip by automobile.: How many gallons of
gasoline did:he use?

10. Mark bought a television set 'costing $14S, He made a down
payment of $45 and paid the i-est gn equal.weekly payments.
How many payments di0 hevhave to make?

11., Charlie spent $5.00 for a'few shirts. How much did he spend
on .each.shirt?

12. Jane went 3 miles in 25 minutes.....AloW16 did .it tatfe her to

get to her gra.nmoriler.'s'In5iiSe?
.
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. ,

13. Shelly4et 5 of her friends and they.all decided to go to the *,

'. movies. How much did it cost them altogether?

0;J.,
Finding What is Unnecessary_

'In each of the following ploblems, there 'is ohe more fact than is
necessary 'for soiVing the problem. -State the unnecessary fact and
then sollie the problem.

1. How many bOxes are needed to package 100 pound of rice, that
sells for 23 per pound if each.boX is to contain 2 pounds of
rice?

2. Mr. Simpson made a trip of 180 miles. His car needs 1.gallon
of gasoline to travel 12 How many gallons of gasoline
that costs 32 per gallon did he use?

. ,

3. A salesman received alweekly salary of $75. In addition, he
gets.$2 Qxtra for eacH aricle he sells. fiow much extra did
he receive if he sold 37'articles?r

4; Alan needs 4 feet-of lumber -to make a 'shelf for his bookcases.
How many She4ves tan he M.ake from a piece of lumber that is
13 feet long and costs 34 cents per foot?

How Ruch change should AfIne rece.ive from a $10 bill if she
bought 6Alairs of stockings at $1 pee pair and 3 handkek!ch'iefs
for .which she paid $3?

.6. Find the cost.of 4 tires, eTtch weighing. 21 pouhds, if the cost
of One tire,is $27.

7. Find the cost,of 3 tablecloths, eaCh 108 inches.long',' if one
tablecloth costs $L8.

8.1 Jane's mother has 6 children. How many girls will shft\liave if
she .just had:2 twin girls and these 'girls have 5 older :sristers?

-w

9.,Joe bought a blue sweater on sale for $6.00 cheaper than the
original price of $25,.00. He saw the same sweater in anothel-
store for $29.00. How mgch did he pay for the swe6ter?

APPENDIX C

TO AN/ATHLETE DYING YOUNG

The time you won your town the rade
Me chaired you through the market-place;
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Man and boy stood cheering by,
And home we brought you shoulder-ligh.

Today, the road all runners come,
_Shoulder-high we bring you home,
And set you at your threshold down,
Townsman of a stiller town.

Smart lad, to s.lip betimes away
From fields whereglory does not stay, .
And early though the laurel.grows
IL withers quicker than the rose.

-Eyes the shady night has sti6t
Cannot see the record cut,
And silence.sounds no worse than cheers

-,-,-Aftesr,,earsth..bas.,stopi/ed,he

Now you will not swell the rout
Of lads that wore their honors out,
Runners whom renown outran
g40 tile name died before the man.

So set, before its echoes fade,
The fleet: foot on the sill of shade,
And hold to the low.lintel up
'The still-defended chaUlenge-cup.

And round that early-lakireled head
Will flock.to gaze the strengthless dead,
And find nnwithered on its curls
The garland"briefer than a girl's.

A. E. Housman

Instructional Frame: To an Athlete Dyina_Young

,
Below are a liSt of phrases qr sentences from the poem, each fol-

lOwed by 2 blanks. Reread the poem carefully, then mark the first

blank witian L if it refers to-life, D kf it refers to death. If

you think4rijher choice is appropriate, use a zein (0). JUdge

whether eaCbinfthe phrases suggests a positive or negative atti-

tude oflife-nr'Aeath. If you feel it is positive, put P in the
second.blank, ii 'negative, N. If you feel that the attitude in
this instance is neutral, use 0.

..

Loo ing at the total picture, what conclusion can you draw about
the poet's attitude toward the death of the athlete?

' Add Up your totals in the foUr categories to support this conclu-,
sion, placing the totals in ihe boxes marked, LP, IA, DP4 and DN.

Find. another phrase from the oem not used in.this exercise which
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supporbs your conclusion.

Be ready to defend each of your choices along the way as well as
the final .conclusion.

1. the name died before the man

2.. townsman of a 'stiller town .

4. silence sounds no worse than cheers

5. smart lad to slip betimes away-

6. .2. we chaired you through the market-place

7. runners whom renown outran

8. set . . . the fleet foot on,the sill of shade

9, and find nnwithered on its curls that garland

10. eyes' the shady night has shut/cannot see the record cut

11. man and boy stood cheering by

DP

HousMan's point of yiew on the athlete is
a .

Another,phrase or sentence from the poem which supports my point
of view is

because

5 6
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APPENDIX D

RICHARD CORY*

Whenever Richard Cory went down town,
14e people on the pavement looked at him:

Hci was a gentleman from sole to crown,
Clean favored, and imperially slim.

. .. t .

--rAnd-he-Was'al-Ways-quAetly7arrayed,
And he was always human when he talked;

But still he fluttered pulses when he said,
"Good morning," and he. glittered '.1dhen he walked.

And he was rich--yes, richer than a king--
And admirably schooled in every:grace:

In fine, we thought that he was eVerything
To make us wish that we were in his place.

So on we worked, and waited for the light,-
And went without the meat, and cursed the bread;

And Richard Cory, one calm summer night,
Went home and put a bullet through his head.

'Illichard Cory: From the Children of the Night, 1897, by Edwin

Arlington Robinson.

:Concept Development Exercise for Richard Cory
and To an Athlete, Dying Young

To an At ilr:te

A

a

Richard Cory

B

x = AA (p

A = a r x

\ 1.1=b1 x

(arlpted from Henry p. 11)

\.
Portions Of the circles which do not overlap represent themes, .

values. and ideas which axe not shared by the two pnenis. The x area

represents commonaliFies. The f6llowing are sets of ggestion de-

signed for the first part of this three-part exereise:\analyzing

"To an Athlete Dying.Young."
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.Analysis: To an Athlete, Dying Young'

(1) Joining

Notice how. the poet makes a continuous set of comparisnns be-
tween what happened.to the athlete in life and pfter death and
'between this athlete who died young and those 'who survive.
Find and examine some of these comparisons. Why does he make
the two home-coming incidents so close in every detail? Is

-theretrInmph in -only one. or,bolli?,--Compare--,th.-.two

What incidents does Housman viredict typically happening in the .

life of an athlete who does not die young? What kind of com-
parison does hp use in the last two lines of stanza 45?

(2) Implying

What is Housman.implying here? Is the athlete's death a
tragedy or in some way a triumph? Explain.

(3) Predicting

What kind of feeling would Housman probably have about fame in
other areas: politics, Music, scholarly research? What might
he predict for the high school student government presidont or
the captain of the football team? Do you agree?

(4) Interpreting: Internal

Check back to validate your conclusions from the poem. After
re-reading, report on whether your original opinion is shifted,
altered, or largely unchanged.

(5) Interpreting.: External

Have you ever known of ,a famous athlete who was killed at an
early age? What were your reaction and those of your friends?
Did you share Housman's pessimism or were your feelings very
different? Do you know of anyone famous who suddenly dropped
out of sight? Think of Olympic meda1 winnPrs, rock star sing-
ers, presidential contenders. In your experionce, is
Housman's point of view valid?

5 8
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS FOR
GOLDSM1TH7HEILMAN WORKSHOP

Sequential_ Levels of Reading Skills--
Pre-Kindergarten-Grade 12

Bureau of Curriculum Development:
Board of Education'of the City of.

:-.New: -York . . _

Developing Word Power
'Expanding Orel Vocabulary
Building a Reading Vocabulary

Acquiring SightVocalfulary
Using Phonic'Analysi'S
Using Structural Analysis

Getting and Interpreting Meaning
Getting the Main Thought
Finding the'Relating Deta
Determining Sequence
Drawing Inferences.
.Critical Reading

Distinguishing Between Fact and Opinion
Using Logical Reasoning to Recognize Sales and

Propaganda Techniques

Developing Work-Study Skills
Following Directions
Locating Information
Using Graphic Representations, (maps, globes, charts,

diagrams)
Mastering the Mechanics of Silent and Oral Reading

HERE AND NOW WHEEL

Write the. four skills which you consider most important
in the sections of the Here and Now Wheel. Then dccide
which_you_conSi.der_to..haVe_tbe_most relevance for your
students. Re ready to defend 'your choice.

5 9
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TEXT SAMPLE ill

POLLUTION: THE POISONING OF OUR ENVTRONMENT

During one week,in August 1970, the following things hap-
pened around the world:

InTokyo,,Japan,-the,smog,was-so thick that,childreO.-ploIing
in a'schoolyard.had trouble breathing and began to-faint,
During the week, more than 8,000 peofile went to hospitals.
for treatment of sore eyes and throats.

People in Sydney, Australia, had to breathe air that smelled
like, rotten eggs. They could not use he beaches because .the
waves washed oily wastes onto the sand. An oil company was-.
blamed for polluting thc: air and water with hydrOgen sulphide,

a poisonous'chemical.

In the United States, polluted air hung over ea'stern cities

from Boston to Atlanta. When it rained, soot !,1rippe1 out of
the air onto people's clothes, ha.Lr, and skin:

These examples show that pollution, the poisoning of the'en=

vironment, is a worldwide problem. Most major pollution,problems
begin in industrial countries, but ,they affect l-he whole world_
Chemicals and poisonous ,:astes of all kinds arr..-dumf)ed into lakes

and rivers. Ther,e poisons find their way to the oceans. Winds hlow
polluted air over thousands of miles of land and water. Pollutants,
or impUrities, in the air fall to earth with the rain. They, too,

drain into the oceans., WhY does man poison his land, air, and wa-
ter? Why° is pollution a major problem in our time? What can be

done about it?

Technology, Urbanization, and Pollution

Advanced technology has greatly increased the rate at' which

man is polluting his environment. Should we, then, give up the
benefits of 'icience and tachnology7. Cali we do this?

Many technological advances now seem like necessities to

people in thedeveloped countries. They ex7ect industries Lc ex-
pand.' Their economy .is based .on machines, specialization, and.ener-

gy from fuels. They continue to take minerals from the earth and

lumhcr from the forests. They expect food crops enriched by fnrti-

lizers, and protected against pests by.insecticides.

Urbanization and a.riso,vgrowth'rate in popula,.ion both

contributn to the pollution problem. When many people are crowded
together, they produce much waste. The amount of sewage, garbage,
and smoke incicases as thn clty grows. ,EVentually, the air, 'the

water, and the soil become pelsouous -the- ecological. balance may be

6 0
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upset...The poisoning is increased by factories that pour out smoke
and .chemical waste. IL is increased by smoke from power .ptants -and
.incinerators, and by the fumes of hundreds of thousands of automo-.
biles.

Most big :ties are troubled by.several kinds of poJlution
problems. The most serious of these ale the problems of air and
water pollution..

.
_ _ .

Adapted from "Challcngea 4 ou Time: Teohnology: -Promise:: tinaProhloma.""
Social !;cienceo.abifIroftho Educa,tiongl liew1oroh Council i)f Amorioo, pp
106-10/.

TEXT SAMPLES 112_

EMOTIONAL GROWT;;

The. Emotionally Mature

Are considerate of others

TAccept pleasrlres. gracefully and
enjoy sharing them with others

Channel emotional drives into
coestructive activity

Accept disappointments and re-
verses with courage And com-.
posure

Are confident of success and are
willing to work for it and to
.waiL
Adjust to other people and .create

a relaxed "and pleasant social
atmosphere'

aotionally_Immature ,

selfish and, self-centered.,
aith little consideration --
for others

Cons,tantly seek pleasures
without-regard for others

Yield quickly to emotions in
such explosive behavior as
crying'spells, depression,
pouting, and tempee tantrums

Become angry or depressed in
the face of disappointments-
and reverses

Are impatient for success and
often unwilling 16 work for
it

Fail to adjust to-other people
and create a tense and un-
pleasant social atmosphere

lovethe bisis of_happinesS. Suppose someone asked you-
what the word love mean- to you. You wonld probably have several

answers. Love-ii-one o the most abused words in our language, You

say_ that you ".1.,oie ynuf mother," In the next breath, you may say
that you "love ice cOam." (IT you might say that you have "fallen

in Jove."
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No matter how you.use the word,.you always associate Love

with pleasure.. There are, however, many kinds and degrees of.love
associated'with various external conditions and situatiens..

.Self-love. Of all forms of love, self-love is most basic

; and is experienced at the earliest age. TIM.; love is entirely self-

centered and'relates diregtly to The feeling of security and Well7

being. Thus, this form of love is cAosery related, to the instinct

of self-preservation.
. _ . ,,,,,

The baby is the'tenter of his small-world. 'He soon learns

to love those. who care tor him-and make him comfortable. As the

child-matures; he develops a'capacity'for other forms of love.

Self-love remains as a foundation forself-respect, ambition, and

persOnal satisfaction. It is undesirable in an adult only When it

remains the dominant form of love in the,behavior pattern. A com-

pletely self-centered peoson whose love is limited to himself is

childish.

Give-and-take love. As intelligence and the capacity for

rea.Soning become more and more controlling influences, another ex-

pression of love develops. We often refer to love at this level as

give-and-take love-

Thus, give-and-take love is reciprocal; that-is, giving in

order to reCeive. You see give-and-take love at a sharing table in

a kindergarten in which the children share experiences, in'gift ex-

changes, or when a husband surprises his wife with an unexpected

Present to delight her and, in turn, to increase her love for him.

While give-and-take love may'seem out-going and unselfish, it is

basicallyself-centered.

Romantic love. With the onset of sexual'maturity, physio-

.3.Ogical and chemical changes in the body are accompanied by sweeping

mental, emotional, and-personality changes. The boy or girl becomes

aware of- interest in the opposite.sex. Romantic love becomes a pow-

erful drive: and a tremendous influence on behavior_ This love ex-

pression may completely dominate the personality. Romantic loVe is

so strong that it may temporarily "blind". a person to the faults and

shortcomings of another. This can lead to an unfortunate and un-

happy marrii2.9t with resulting tragic consequences. On the other

hand,controlled by reason and intelligence, romantic Love can be a

powerful motivating force' toward a happy marriage and a wholesome

family life.

Mature love. Mature love is a blend of all forms of love

and an expression of emotional and intellectual maturity. It is the

basis of family life and the basis of satisfaction and happiness.

Mature love involves admiration, respect, and the pleasure of shar-

ing and providing for others: Mature love is far more outgoing than

more basic forms. 'Parents strive for the happiness of. thei.r chil-

dren and for each other. A person feels a responsibility for his

society.

The-emotionally mature person has learned that he must have

4.1
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enough self-love tO enjoy self-respect and personal saLisCaction..
He works out his relationships with-others on the give-and-Lake
level. By so doing, he assumes-responsibility for the rights-and
feelings of all.

Altruistix_love. Ideally, there is a .stage of love which
goes beyond the stages we have 'disCussed. We refer to this type of
love as 'altruistic love. It is, not as clearly defined as are other
types of,love: It may be merely other stages of love carri.0 to the
Arighest_luvel_and.motimated-by-1110,Adea1s-and-dedicaLionAo-hatinan----
ity. Altruistic love is not entirely selfless as there iS self-.
satisfacLion i.n serving, otherS, even is no material reward is ob-
Cained. People who feel:/this love devote much of their lives to
serving humanity. YciiMay find them working in hospitals yithout
compensation, doing soCial work, ortserving as missionaries. Into
this category we might also place, the philanthropist who Makes
anonymous gifts to projects aimed for Lhe iMprovement of mankind..

From 0lto,..1. W., dalooin, C. J. , & Tether, J. E. Modern Health. Neo York:

Moll, Rinehart & Win3ton, 1971, pp. 7-72,

TEXT SAMPLE #3

. WAVES

Haye you ever seen an ocean wave? Sound energy travels in
waves. But sound waves cannot be seen. To understand wave mionl
it is helpful to consider waves which you can-see-On7water,.},rnli
of the principles you learn from Lhese waves will also be trde-Ter
sound waves. These principles can also be applied to the stUdy
light energy in Chapter 12.

When a rock is thrown inLo the middle of a calm pond, a
water wave is produced. The wave travels outward, forming a. circle
from the point where I..he rock hit. This wave may be followed by .

observing floating objects in its path which move up and down as the
wpve passes. Objects close to the origin of the wave aro pushed up
and down.more,energetically than those farther ont. (Figure 11-6.)
The kinetic energy of the moving rock is changed into kinetic energy
away from, the tenter of impact. Waves carryyenergy from one place
to anoCher. As a wave travels outward from the center of impact,
its up and down motion decreases gradually. Its motion will even-
tually decrease and disappear.

A water wave consists of a hill and a valley, (Figure 11-7.)
The hill is ca) led the crest. The valley is called the trough ,

(irawf), The distance -from the crest of oue wave to the crest of
the next_ waye is the. wave1eft2th. If a large,' heavy rock is thrown

0-j



into a pond, it will release a great deal of energy, and the wave-

length will be large. This wavelength will be-much greater than
the:wavelength produced by a tinY pebble.

Trowih

Figure 11-7. ParticleS of a wave move up or down
from their midpoint position.

,

1
.4

e The height of the.creSts and the depth of the troughs are

also .reater 'for waves produced by a large rock. We call the height\
e cres, or ep deof a evt the dth of a trongh, the amplitu (am"plih-

,.
itood) of a wave. Amplitude s the vertical distance through .Oich .

the particles of a wave Me.(rigur,e;1.)-7,)

Two kinds of waves are transveese:and compressional. qlle :

wave produced an a pond i.s a transverse wave. In a transversg
(tranz"vurs) wave,.a substance vibrates at a right angle te tlre

direction in'which the wave is traveling. Matter vibrates in ;in up

and down motion as the wave travels 'forward. Light, heat, and ra-

dio waves arc transverse waves.

Experiment. A transverse, wave may be observed with a

piece of-rope. Attich,Oe .rope at one end. Snap the free end

of the rope quickly Do you see the .wave that moves along the

rope?, The wave travels along the rope, away from its origin.

Each part of the rope moves up and down. This up and down move-

ment is at a right angle to the path of the wave. (Figure 11-8.)

Figure 11-8, ,When the rope
is snapped with greater

the'additional ki- ;

netic energy produces higher
crests and deeper troughs.

'Path of wnvi,

F.'om Ileimer, C. H., 4 Neal., C. D. 1'rinoiple3_ofiScionce. Columbial, Ohio:

Charlet; E,' 1946.
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